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PARTICIPATION 0? OREGON WHEAT FARNEPS IN THE 19S7 SOIL BANK

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Surpluses in United States agriculture have been

present or threatening for several decades. Except during

wartime, or in the aftermath of war, production has been in

excess of what the people of this country would buy and

more than we could export at satisfactory prices. The de-

inarid has not been keeping pace with the supply.

Farming is highly competitive and its production
patterns are substantially different from those of most

industry. The quick rises and falls in response to busiri-
ess fluctuations and changes in demand are well known in

industry. On the other hand, a factor that is not so well
recognized is that the production effort in farming, and
the resulting output in food and fiber, seldom changes
materially from one year to another. We refer to agricul-
tural output in the aggregate. Only twice in 3 years did

output fall more than percent from the preceding years

level. Even in these two instances the decreases could not
be ascribed to a downward shift in the aggregate demand

(l1, p.67).
A similar supply condition exists for the various

commodity groups within agriculture. As a result of the
comparative advantage which their product holds and
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sometimes because of their inertia to change, each group

continues to produce the same commodity each year to the

full capacity of its resources. Of necessity most farmers

go on milking about the same number of cows and feeding

about the same number of cattle because they produce and

have available about the same amount of feed year after

year. heat farmers in the Plains continue to raise wheat,

and cotton growers in the South continue to grow cotton.

The competitive nature of' farm production is one of
the reasons for the constancy of the agricultural supply
function. Since he is but one of hundreds of thousands,

each farmer knows that by his own individual action he can

not influence the overall supuly of the product he pro-

duces. vhenevor a surplus of his product develops with an

attendant sharp fall in prices, the farmer feels be hurts

himself least by continuing, to employ his resources to the

fulest extent.

The competitive structure of agriculture is also

highly conducive to the introduction of new technology.

Competition makes it necessary for faniiers as producers to
adopt the now technology or find themselves at a disadvan-

tage relative to others who do so. This is a situation

which is in contrast with many oligopolistic industries.
Here the number of firms in competition with each other is
so small that they can decide to adopt a new technique or



postpone doing so in light of the demand for the product
which they produce.

In the secular long run, the growth in the supply of
farm products has outstripped the growth in the demand.
Two powerful economic forces have been mainly responsible

for this trend. On the supply side we have had a steady

and rapid introduction of new technology into agriculture.

Since 19)40, output per worker has increased 60 percent

(1, p.22)4) and the tendency for continued improvement soerns

to go on unabated. The main force responsible for the lag

in demand has been the low income elasticity for farm

products. American people, on the whole, already have in-

comes high enough to buy all the food they want. Conse-

quently as their incomes increase, they buy more of other
things and spend little additional on food purchases.
Hence, demand for farm products increases at a much slower

rate than the demand for other products in our economy.

The imbalance existing between supply and demand has

a depressing influence on farm prices. The inelastic demand

for farm products causes a sharp drop in the price of a
commodity whenever a small surplus of that commodity appears

on the market. In the case ol nearly all farm products, a

large output brings a smaller total income than a small

output.



The Supply-Demnd Situation for Wheat

Wheat is one of the products of our farm economy

that has been most persistently in excess production.

Rapidly improving technology has been an important factor

in contributing to this overproduction, but the two Jorld

Wars gave additional impetus to the production of more

wheat. It was official policy during World war I and in

the latter part of World War II to stimulate greater wheat

production. Fanrers responded to thIs call by breaking up

new land. Higher prices paid for wheat during these periods

also brought land into heat that had previously been grow-

ing other crops.

Most of the new land that was broken from the sod

remained as wheat land following the two wars. In addition,

much of the land that had been diverted from other crops

continued to grow wheat after the Second World War. Heavy

demand kept wheat prices high following, World War II and in

more recent years wheat prices have been supported by the

government at a higher level than open market prices would

bring.

The demand for wheat is one of the most inelastic of

all farm comoditIes. henever the government has not

intervened to keep prices from falling too rapidly, the

aggregate returns to wheat farmers have been smaller when

the crops were large than were the returns they have
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received from smeller crops. A small surplus causes a com-

paratively large drop in nrice.

The income elasticity for wheat is negative. This

means that as the incomes of American families rise, their

consumption of wheat products goes down. Wheat consumed

for food in the United States decreased from an average of

310 pounds per aerson in 1909 to 177 pounds in 195L.. Total

amount of wheat eaten changed little between 1909 and lQ14,

although there were 63 million more people in l95L than in

1909 (7, .l).

The export market, which has been a chief safety

valve for Theat surpluses in this country, has proved very

uncertain over the oars. Following World War I many coun-

tries that had formerly furnished important markets for

American whet wore striving: for greater self sul*licienoy

in wheat. To help flU the declining markets, other

exporting countries like Canada, Argentina, and Australia

were oflerin increasing competition. Like the United

:tates, these countries had expanded their wheat acreages

under the stimulus of war demands.

xport marWets continued on a small and uncertain

basis till World ar II. Then during, the war and for a

number of years following the war the foreign market for

wheat once again was favorable for exports. But as the

Importing nations recovered from the effects of the war



they have again curtailed their wheat purchases. This has

resulted in an accumulation of reccrd high stocks of wheat
in the exporting nations.

The Wheat Problem

The first important cost-price squeeze that the
American wheat growers experienced came in the 1920's.

Prices of wheat dropped more than 0 percent from 1919 to

1929 while the prices of things farmers used to produce

wheat stayed high. In 1929 the purchasing power of a bush-

el of wheat was only three-fifths of what it had been in
119. Though farmers were raising almost as much wheat, it

was bringing only )46 percent as much income (10, p.1)4).

The twenties were a period in which farmers made a
detenrined struggle to gain bargaining power. They saw

processors and manufacturers control their production to a

de:ree that let them bargain for a satisfactory price. ihe

farmers set up marketing cooperatives to try to imitate

this market organization, and these coops were to provide

farmers with similar powers over their own selling price.
They were making a spirited stand against industrial and

commercial domination.

The cooperatives, however, were not able to control

the actions of non-members, nor even the actions of some of

their members, and the marketing coops largely failed as a
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bargaining instrument. Farmers were reluctant to accept the

theory of economic scarcity--rather they preferred to pro-
duce capacity crops and look for government aid to sell

them. It was largely this failure of wheat producers as a
group to adjust their production to the demand that brought

about the intervention of ovornment on their behalf.

Government programs have been primarily concerned

with the fundamental need of brin{ing supplies into line

with demand. The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933

tried to get farmers to reduce their wheat acres in return

for benefit payments which were financed out of processing

taxes. The wheat surplus which had been built up in the

early thirties was reduced to manageable size by 1936. The

adjustment act helped to move several million acres out of

wheat production but the drouth of the mid-thirties was

given the major credit for reducing the suiplus.

With the return of favorable crops and the continued

lack of foreign markets, surpluses returned. A new agri-

cultural act was passed in 1938. This act Included acreage

allotments and marketing quotas to help keep down excess

production. The price of wheat was to be supported some-

where between amaxirum and a minImum level. Loans were

made available to farmers at the designated supoort price.

Jnder acreage allotments the penalty for non-

compliance ws loss of price support. Under marketing



quotas, producers were enalized for rnarketin or feeding
products in excess of their quotas. These penalties

applied to ll producers, whether they partIcipated In
the program or not.

The acreage controls oi: the 1938 Act seemed to

indicate less than complete success. With favorable grow-

ing weather and more Intensive farming, even the smaller
acreage planted kept adding to the large wheat stocks0
Only the ever increasing demands of the war effort brought
the large stocks down to wbrkable size and high foreign
demands kept them down for several years after the war.

Acreage allotments were reinstated for the lC)O

crop year but with the outbreak of the Korean War they
were immediately discontinued. In l92 and l93 however,
world supplis of wheat were increasing again, and ailot
ments alone with marketing quotas were reimposed for the

l9S crop, in the past two years allotments have cut wheat
acreage up to LO percent from the base established in 1951
to l93. Yet Commodity Credit Corporation stocks have been

rising to new highs as each marketing year came to a close.
The idea of achieving for the farmer an income corn-

parable to those in other walks of life, has been an

apparent aim in all farm legislation. The principle of
parity prices for agriculture was established with the
program of 1933. The contention was that lsrge economic



groups performing essential functions for society should
have a fair share in the national income. The benefit
payments were to be considered a form of compensetion by

the rest of society to farmers for their service in sup-
plying food and raw material.

Many features in the different farm programs were
designed to implement the concept of parity. The Pgricu1-

tural Adjustment Act kept the domestic price higher than

the world price by the amount of a processing tax. The

Soil Conservation Act offered an acre payment for shifting

land from soil depleting to soil building crops. Later

acts made such provisions as nonrecourse loans that

guaranteed to the farmer a given support price for his

wheat when the market price was below this level. Direct
parity payments were made in 1939 and during the early
forties to allow farmers' incomes to reach a designated
level. in recent oars the government has Laintained hih
price supports to the producer by accumulating and storing
the excess prod;ction at its own expense.

In an effort to dispose of its large stocks of
wheat the government has subsidized exports, donated for
charitable purposes, sold in exchange for foreign curr-

encies, and bartered wheat for strtegic goods. These

moans of disposition have so far proved inadequate or
politically objectionable.
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The Wheat ?roducerst Problem

Mechanization of cultural and harvesting opera-

tions has proceeded further with wheat than with any

other major crop. Power machinery has completely dis-

placed the horse and mule from every aspect of wheat pro-

duction. The result is that now even the smallest of

specialized wheat farmers has to have a minimum of several

thousand dollars invested in machinery.

Land prices have been rising almost continually

since they reached their lowest values in the depression

of the 1930's. number of factors are contributing to

this steady rise in land values and in the continued demand

for land.

Improved farm machinery increases the amount of land

that one man can 1srn. An operator, therefore needs to

acquire more acreage to employ himself more nearly on a

full time basis, 0portunities for part-time off the farm

work in a wheat growing area are usually very limited.

Similarly, when a farmer adds to his land supply he spreads

the large overhead costs of his machinery over more acres.

Support prices on wheat have virtually removed one

of the greatest uncertainties that wheat farmers at one

time encountered--the price factor. ith the price secure,

only the weather factor would remain as a major element of

uncertainty to the producer. If he has unemployed
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resources and a favorable cost of production, he is willlng
to bId for additional land more readily than he did under
less certain conditions.

We find then that wheat farmers have large invest-

ments in machinery and land. In connection with this
investment they have large fixed costs like depreciation

on their machinery and buildings. They have to meet recur-
rent capitalization costs on the unpaid portion of their
investments. Land and property taxes have to he paid each

sear regardless of the amount of income the land or capital

produce.

The wheat grower is conironted with a dilemma.

His competitive position makes it necessary that he adopt

improved technology and employ his resources to the full-

est. He strives to produce a gross income that will not

only cover his variable costs but yield enough over fixed

costs to provide him with a comfortable standard of living.

On the other hand, the complete employment of technology

and resources works continually to increase the production

of wheat. The resulting, surplus brings with it either

lower prices, or if the government supports the price,
restrictIons are placed on the use of production factors.

In the specialized wheat growing areas a reduction

in the number of acres that can be planted to wheat results

in a reduction of income. Acres diverted from wheat must



he planted to an alternative crop or left idle. t3ut in

large subhun3id areas of this nation the best alternative
crop usually produces a substantially smaller income per
acre than does wheat.

rnder humid conditions wheat is .enerally grown in
rotation with other crops:
fled and there are usually
competitively with wheat.

from wheat to another crop

changed.

any farmers in the

Humid areas are more diversl

several crops that can be grown
Thus when acres are shifted

farm incomes are not materially

specialized wheat areas feel
that under an allotment prograrr their wheat acres should
be cut proportionately less than those of farmers in the
humid areas. The acreage restrictions, they feel, affect
their incomes more adversely than they do in the regions of
greater rainfall. They also frequently express the opinion
that the more humId areas have contributed to the surplus
In greater proportion since the latest build up of w}eat

stocks began in l'?2. it has been suggested that in
regions where wheat was not historically an important crop,
there has been a greater shift to wheat production under
the Inducement of high price supports.

In order to observe the prodaction patterns of wheat
in a specialized area compared with regions of greater
diversification, a study was made of three subdivisions of



Oregon. This state arows wheat in areas that Let as little

as ten inches of precipItation a year and it is Lrown also

In regions that receive as high. as fifty Lnches of rainfall.

The stLdy examines both the acreage and production of wheat

in the state over a seventeen year period.



CHPik:l II

Th ENDS AND PATThbNS OF WIIIAT PEiODJ CT! ON IN OREGON

The vagarIes of weather and the natre of the market

for wheat were historically the factors that determined the

oattern for wheat production in this country. There is a

general feeling, however, t:at since the passage of the

gricult.ral Adjustment Act in 1933, government programs

have become an additional important factor in determining

the amount of wheat that is produced *

Covernitent programs have received credit in some

cases for expediting adjustments of supply to demand. On

the other hand, they have also been blamed for aggravating
maladjustments by such incentives to overproduction as high

price supports. In the semi-arid and subhumid areas, the
effects of price supports have been blamed for returning

to wheat productIon, lend that had been more or loss in

permanent grass crops. Also some virgin prairie lands were

added to the supply of wheat lands. In humid sections more

acres were moved into wheat from alternative crops. When

the price is guaranteed, the farmer in a humid area is

largely assured of a given income from an acreage in wheat.

The growin, of competitive crops is more risky because of

the uncertainty of the prices these crops will sell for.

High supoort prices for wheat, furthermore, have been
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partly responsible for increased use of fertilizer and

other measures to increase production per acre. nihey have

also contributed to more extensive use of high yielding.

wheat varieties that have a poor milling quality

An attempt is made in this chapter to account for

the fluctuations in wheat acreage and production in three

subdivisions of Oregon for the period 1939 to l95. Trends

will be noted where these are indicated in the relatively

short pariod of time considered. Note is also made of the

relative contributions that each of the 3 regions has made

to the overall production of wheat during, the seventeen

year period under study.

The Choice of lime Period Used

The period 1939 to 195 was selected for study

primarily because 1939 was the earliest year for which the

U.S. Crop Reporting Service had complete information for

the purposes of this study. The data obtained from this

Service consisted of estimates of wheat acreage harvested

for grain and total wheat production for each Oregon county

in the years observed. For years prior to 139, the infor-

mation on acreage harvested for grain was available for the

whole state only and was not broken down by counties or

regions. The first estimates for the l96 crop were not

yet available at the tire of this writing.
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Although the period to be examined is relatively
short, it nevertheless includes nearly the entire period
during which support prices on wheat have been an effec-
tive part of farm legislation. The Agricultural Act of
1938 was the first act which required the Secretary of
gricu1turo to set a loan rate above a minimum level. The

level was set at 2 to 7 percent of parity when the act
was passed, but in l9t1 it was increased to a flat 8

percent of parity and in l9L2 the mandatory level was
raised to 90 percent of parity. The 90 percent of parity
level continued in effect through l9L1; in l9 the mini-
mum level was 32. percent of parity. In the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1933 the Secretary had been given a wide

latitude in setting a loan rate.

Ihe 1738 Act was passed too late to affect Oregonts

1938 winter wheat crop. The program was, therefore, not
used fully for wheat until 1939.

A Description of the Areas

The sections into which the state was divided were

The Columbia Basin, the illamette Valley, and the remain-
der of Oregon. The three areas show various degrees of
adaptability to substitute crops when wheat is a less pro
fitable crop or when the se of its acreage is restricted.

The Columbia Basin wheat counties consist of Wasco,
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Sherman. Gilliam, Morrow and Umatilla. These coenties

represent a specialized wheat growin area in a reion of
very low rainfall. post of the wheat is raised in an
alternate crop and fallow system in which one crop is taken
from the land every two years. The rotation allows for
sufficient moisture conservation and nitrification to
permit plant growth on a profitable scale.

The general climatic conditions in this area are
more favorable for th.e production of wheat than for any
other crop. A study of alternative land use systems in
the Columbia Basin was conducted by Nairn in the fall of

lq14. His budgets indicate that alternative incomes
when expressed as a percentage of income from a basic

wheat system, range from 624.Lt percent for barley to 7.6

percent for grass (8, p.110). Much land of marginal

character that was brought into whoat production during
periods of high prices and favorable crop years is not
well adapted to substitute crops.

A large portion of iJinatilla county has climatic
conditions that are more favorable for crop production

than the rest of the five county area. In this region
there are large sections that are cropped annually and
such crops as peas, legume and grass. crops are strong
competitors of wheat. Since the data available, however,
were for the whole county only, all of Umatilla was inclu-
ded in the specialized wheat area.



The Jiliamette Valley includes the counties of
!3enton, Clacka'ias, Lane, Linn, £Iultnoraah, Polk, sshing-

ton and Yanhill. It is a highly diversified area which
produces a wide variety of crops in quantity. The chief

competitors for wheat are such seed crops as vetch peas,

grass and clover seed. In limited areas extensive develop-
ment of fruits, nuts, truck and canning crops have been
made at the expense of wheat acreage. The valley has a
long growing season. Rainfall averages about 37 inches
at the southern end end up to 50 inches in some parts of
the northern end.

Outside the Columbia Basin and Willamette Valley,

oiaht countIes in Oregon harvested more than 0OO acres of

wheat in I9. These were Baker, gaiheur, Union and
aallowa in the $nake River 3asin and Jefferson, Klaat1\,
Lake and bheeler in the south and central parts of the
state.

The eight counties are all east of the Cascade noun-
tam Range where rainfall on valley floors varies from 8

to 2 inches a yaor with g0 percent of the area getting 9
to l inches. Irrigated areas are found in all thase coin-

ties but much of their wheat is grown on dry land. The

lack of alternative crops on thu dry land is nearly as

acute as in the Columbia Basin. On irrigated land, how-
ever, there is a fair degree of diversification. The chief
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substitute crops for wheat on irrigated acres are grass and

legume seed crops and hay crops.

Sources of Data

The data for acres harvested, yields, and total

wheat production in Oregon were obtained froa the Crop

Reporting Service, Jn1ted States Department of Agriculture

at Portland., Oregon.

In trying to account for the patterns in wheat

acreage and prodaction, the wr±ter referred extensively

to the "Jg.riculturai Situation and Outlook". This is a

publcetion about Oregon agriculture that is put out per-

iodically daring the year by Oregon State College coopera-

ting with th.e United States Department of Agriculture.

Unless otherwise documented, data quoted in the following

analysis wore obtained from various editions of the "Agri-

cult ral 31t:ation and Outlook's for the period 1938 to l9$.

The Analysis

Theat acreage harvested for grain in Oregon dropped

nearly 31 percent in 1939 from a level of l,06U,000 acres

in 1938. The now wheat allotment program which was a part

of the Aricult.ira1 ict of 1938 b:came fully operative in

l39. Other factors that helped bring, about the sharp drop

in wheat acres, were the unfavorable price and market
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outlook when plans were made for se'1ing the 1939 crop.

At md-July l)3B, the index of the average fere price for

wheat was only 2 aercent of the 1926 to 1930 average. Ono

year earlier this index had stood at 93 percent. The total

1 .. suply of wheat was abot 120 million bushels greater

than a year before and the respects for exortin wheat

were less favorable owing to the increased production

abroad. The low wheat prIce, to some extent, also retlec-

ted the general econonmc depreseion.

Acreage Trends and Patterns

heat acreage continued at a low level from 1939 to

l9i3. Allothe.ats were in effect dring thIs eerlod and

marketing quotas were employed in 11 end i9L2. In the

two areas outside the dillamette Valley, the acreage pat

terms roughly followed those dictated by the size of the

allotments. The acreage was higher in 1940 end 1914 than

in the other 3 years (Figure 1). In 1939, 19L12, and l913

the national allotment had been set at million acres

each year wi1e in the two IntervenIng years (.2 million was

the 11oted SiZO of acres.

In the 'illemette Valley, wheat acreage was on a

steady decline diring the saae period. The decline can be

attributed mainly to the larger acreeges planted to grass

and legume seed crops. In the years 19)40 to l2tJ4 the
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average acreage of seed crops in Oregon was 301,000 while

in the period 1936 to 1939 these crops had comprised only
136,000 acres on the average. iost of Oregon's seed crops
are grown in the Willamette Valley.

The agricultural conservation programs which had

been Introduced In the soil Conservation Act of 1936
encouraged the larger plantings of seed crops and strength-

ened the demand for the seed. Imports of some seed crops

were curtailed when the war cut off Europe as a source of
supply. A further Incentive to increase seed cxop acres
came in 1142 when th.e Secretary of Agriculture asked for

a 7 percent increase In cover crop seeds. He also

announced price suptorts for certain legume and grass
crops and exempted seed crops from wartime maximum price

regulations.
Even though wheat acreages were kept down during the

early war years, supplies of wheat in the Jnitod States and
other exporting nations had reached all-time high levels
by mid 19142. heat yields in the exportIng nations had
been generally favorable. The world movement of wheat was

restricted by wartime blockades and by the lack of export
maikets. Little wheat was being used as feed.

Jnited States wheat growers, however, were getting,

higher prices despite the mounting surpluses. Most of the

domestic surplus of wheat was being stored under
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governi'ent loans to maintain the support once. Iut In-
stead of seeking to prevent the accumulation of top-heavy
government stocks, the growers pressed for legislation to
increase the support price. Jy October l9L2, they had

managed to get the support level raised to 90 percent of
oanity. Nest alternative crops, nevertheless, were sell-
Ink: at reltively better prices in the early war years
because they were in grater demand.

In l9L3 ahd for the remainder of the war years, the
demands of the war effort began to take increasin supplies

of wheat for Industrial purposes and for the feeding of
livestock. The Commodity Credit Corporation which had been

storing the wheat placed under loan, offered large stocks
to feeders at reduced rj:tices. ny more millions of bush-
els were used in the manufacture of industrial alcohol.
.Theat surpluses began to disappear.

Greater attention was also being, paid to the demands
upon this country for food. We had to produce enouh food

for our own purposes as well as help feed our allies and

countries being liberated. It seemed necessary to shift
agricultural production toward those products which would

provide most good food for the least expenditure of farm
and non-farm resources. Such crops as wheat, potatoes,
dry beans, peas and other vegetables would produce most
food per acre.
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ith the remov.l of acreage restrictions for the

lO414 crop, wheat acreage swung sharply upward in each of

the three areas studied and a generally upward trend coru-

tinued until 1OO. lthough allotments had been removed,

the sar Food Administration continued to set goals for

wheat acres. Producers were urged not to exceed these

goals so that they could grow more of the other essential
crops. But as the export demand rose sharply in the Oost-

war iears, the wheat acres kept increasing.

The domestic demand also increased in the postwar

7ears. Cattle numbis were increasing and much wheat was

used for feed to supriemnt the relative scarcity of feed

grains and hay. Feed prices were high and wheat could

therefore compete in the feed market. At mid-August of

loL8 corn oricos averged 119 percent of parity. ;ut the

corn crop was very large and the l9L7 and 1248 whet

croos were the largest ever produced in this country.

These large crops set the stage for a return to acreage

restrictions in 12O.

The demand for seed ciops continued fairly strong

in the period l9L throuh 1°1. ;)ut prices for these
crops, though higher then during the early war and prewar

years, had not made dvances comparable to most grain and

feed crops. On January l, l9)4 the United States average

price of wheat stood at 98 percent of oarity and by lQ7
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the price had risen to its highest levels since Torid iar

I, Price rises for feed grains were comparable.

The allotment program of l90 calaed for a 17 per-

cent reduction from Oregon's lL9 wheat acreaEe. The

actual reduction turned out to be Ofli 10 percent, with

the Columbia 3:sin area contributing proportionse1y least

to the decrease---aporoxirriately 6 percent.
Wheat acres resumed their climb in l9l when re-

strietlons were dropoed because of the demands of the
Korean ar and an improved export market. The government

continued to set aoals for whet acreage hut these were

far exceeded as the 00 percent of parity support price on

wheat continued to rme this croo so much more attractive

than others. The arket for coarse grains in the FacLfic

Northwest was very good from l9l to 193. Yet the price

of these grains was not high enoigh to compete with wheat.

Jnder the stimulus of high prices, wheat acreage harvested

for grain ifl l2 and lP.3 reached the highest levels ever

attained in 0rgon.

hith wheat oriced out of the feed market and fis

export market dec1inng, stocks began piling, up Inst in

i°2 and 193. The national carryover on July 1, lP3

was 62 million bushels. The result was a return to

acroago allotments and marketing quotas in. l9L. Oregon

responded to production controls by reducing its 19L
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harvested acreage by 2(. percent from the l93 acreage.

In l95 it caL its harvest by an additional 6,O3O acres.

The cat in summerfallow areas was eased somewhet In 1955.

The Form Act of l9i orovided for special adjustments

that allowed farmers In these areas to add some acres to

their original calcula bed wheat base.

Ith sooe modifications, te base on wbich the mdi-

vidual farmers wheat allotment has been calculated since

19, is the average of his wheat acres in the years 1951

to 1953. The size of his allotment is a certain percen-

tage of this wheat base.

A comparison was made of the acreage reduction that

each of the areas made in 1955, taken as a percentage of

each region's wheat base. The results showed that the

Wiliamette Valley had reduced Its acreage by 19 percent.

The Columbia Basin and the 'emoinder of Oreon showed a

reduction of and 29.5 percent respectively. The dif-

fereace between the Jillamette Valiey and the rest of the

state is explained at least in part by the fact that there

were many new wheat groers in the Valley. Many who grew

little or no whdat in the base :eriod were now rowinr up

to l acres. There were no restrictions on the ase of

wheat, where olantinga di not exceed l acres.

A trend iodex was drawn up to show the relative

acreage positions of the three subdivisions of the state
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for any one year when compared with a given base period.

The base years, 191t3 to l°L6, were chosen to represent a

transition period. At first alterntivo crops had a rela-

tive price advant'e over wheat and then the price rela-

tionship was reversed. Figure 2 shows the acreage index

graphca1ly.

The index for the years 192 to 19 and their

average, is shown for each of the regions in Table 1.

The table shows that the 'il]amette Valley harvested

Table 1. Index of' wheat acreage harvested for grain in
three areas of Oregon.

Year illamette CIimbia Remainder
Valley Basin of Oron

l92 l3.)4 127.ti. l3.l

l93 l76. 128.7

1J4 139.1 92.9 109.8

l9 l2t. 87.9 97.8

lQ2-l9 lLi°.7 109.2 l2lt.0

nearly O percent rrore acres in 1952-5 when compared with

the base period. The Columbia Basin averaged only 9 per

cent more acres while the Remainder of Oregon showed an

increase of 2 percent. Those figures irdcate that,

proportionally, the more diversified regions have stepped

up their wheatacres to a considerably greter extent in
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recent years
Apparently, though the il1arnette Volley had a

bigior share of Oregon's wheat acres in soae other periods
when the purchasing power of wheat was reDitively h. gh. in

the census year 1929, for instance, the price of wheat was
very favorable. when the same base years--l9L3 to lO46--

are used, the 1llamette Valley index in 1929 was 203. At

that time, however, the i11omette Valley was much more

attune to growinF wheat Sich alternative crops as cover
crop seeds weren't nearly so prominently in use then as
they have been over the past 1 years.

Yield end Production Trends

Production of wheat in the 3 sections of Oregon
follows somewhat the same trends as harvested acres. The

patterns, however, are radically different in some instan-
ces. In 19L1, for instance, when the Columbia Basin had

its highest yield for te 17 year period, the Willametto

Valley experienced its lowest. Similarly, in 1°L9 the

Willamette Valley yields were above normal for the period

while the Columbia Basin and the !emainder of Oregon had

very low yields. Table 2 gives the yields for each area

and for the state total in the years 1939 to 19' and also

the 17 year average.

Despite wide variations in yields between the areas
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Table 2. Estimated yields for three subdivisions of Oregon
and the state total, l939-19.

Year Willarette Columbia Remainder Oregon
Valley Basin of Oregon Total

1939 20.2 21.1 21.1

19)40 20.14 19.6 22.1 20.2

19)41 1.0 31.8 2)4.3 28.9

19)42 23.8 23.7 2 27.6

26.2 23.8 23.5 27.6

19)4)4 29.3 26.3 2.8 26.

2.)4 23.0 2.7 23.7

19)46 2)4. 2.5 26.2 2.6

19147 26.3 21.6 25.0 2.o

10)48 2)4.2 29.6 26.5 28.5

19149 26.7 21.5 18.9 21.5

1950 26.9 2q.3 26.2 2)4.9

1951 25.1 29.6 2)4.7 23.2

1252 23.3 27.2 27.D 27.14

1953 24.O 28.2 27.9 28.1

195)4 29.5 2.2 30.5 2.5

1955 30.14 25.14 2.)4 29.6

17 yr. av. 25.6 25.9 25.14 25.8

in individual years, the table shows tLat lor the period

as a whole, yields in the 3 regions averaged very nearly

the same. The 17 year average for the Columbia asin was
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only three-tenths of a bushel above the Willamette Valley

and just half a bushel higher than the Remainder of Oregon.

Five yesr moving verages of wheat yields in the

three areas of Oregon are sho;n in Fiure 3. Over the 17

year period the Jiilemette Valley and the Remainder of

Oregon show a clearly upward trend, with yields at the end

of the period about to bushels higher than at the

beginning. The Columbia 0sin shows a decided upward trend

in the latter half of the period, but in the first hail it

had another high point because of the very high yields in

the 3 years 1914 to l9L3.

Assuming a linear relationship between yields and

time, a regression line was calculated for the i1lamette

Valley, the Remainder of Oregon, and for the state as a

whole. A. sttistical test was made to determine if the

slope of the regression lines in each case was signifi-

cantly different from a horizontal line. 'ihe regression

coefficient was found to be signifcantly different from

zero at a probability level of .01 in both the Willamette

Valley and the iemainder of Oregon. For the state as a

whole the statistical test was just short of sinificanoe

at the .O level, indicating a trobahility level of .07.

The lack of trend to Columbia Basin yields can be

attributed largely to the relative scarcity of rainfall

in this region. hoisture is usually the limiting factor,
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and improving technology, therefore, doesn't have so great

an influence on yields as it. does in much of the rest of

the state. Thus, with rore moisture, Columbia Basin yields

in the early forties were substantially higher than in the

late forties, despite the improved practices which were

employed in the latter period.

The Columbia basin yields show the greatest flue-

tuations from year to year while Willamette Valley yields

are the most uniform. The Remainder of Oregon shows the

sharpest upward trend over the last several years of the

study period. This is explained partly by the introduc-

tion ol' irrigation into Jefferson county. Irrigation

helped raise the wheat yield of this county nearly 13

bushels per acre in l91 to 19SS compared with l9t6-O.

Jefferson county's share of wheat acreage in the Remainder

of Oregon area was about 1.6 percent for the study period.

lthough yields in Oregon show a definite upward
trend in the years 1939 to l95%, an upward trend would have
been even more pronounced it the years 1929 to 138 were to
be included. The state's 17 year average yield of

shown in Table 2, is an increse of 6.2 bushels or 31 per
cent over the 10 year average for 1929-3d. It is known
that the most spectacular yield increases, from the first

to the second period, were in the high risk counties such

as Gilliam and. Morrow in the Columbia Basin end Jefferson
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in the Remainder of Oregon.

Total wheat production has reflected the upward

trend in acres and yields, and in recent years stocks have

become exceedin:1y large. In proportion to its production,

the Pacific Northwest carryover has been even higher than

the national. Oregon wheat growers are concerned about this

large wheat supply, since only government action has kept

their incomes from falling off more drastically in light

of the huge surplus. Farmers in the sumerfallow areas
are partIcularly concerned since theIr welfare is so
closely connected with wheat. They feel that since their
land is economically adapted only to wheat, they should be

allowed to grow this crop on more acres than the allotment

program allows. Restrictions on the amount of wheat pro-

duced should be applied more severely to areas that have

better alternative opportunities to wheat growing.

In line with this reasoning It is interesting to
observe the relative contributions that each of the 3

areas in the study has made to Oregon's total wheat supply
since 1939. Figure 14 shows the average ennuel Oregon pro-

duction in 14 tine periods and also indicates the nercent

of the state total that was produced by each region. The

first period covers the yoa's 1939 to 19143 and the
others are successive 14 year periods 191414-147, i148-i.

and lP2-5.
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The graph shows that in the last period--l2-1

the illiietto Valley and .emainder of Oregon prodaced a

greater proportion of Oregon's wheat than in any one of

the 3 previous periods. The Co1urbia Basin's share in the

last period was rethiced by a like peicontage. vihen the

xol3tive shares in the 1952-55 period are corparod with the

other 3 periods coebined, we iind that the illanetto

V1ley's share of the total wa up 1. percent in the

last period. The Femaindor of Oregon's share increased

2J percent and the Coluicbia Basin share declined .2

percent in the last period

Surnma

The effect of price relationships on whet is sig-

nificant. In the niore hueid areas like the Willanette

Valley and the Irrigated parts of the heniairder of Oregon,

wheat acreage is niore reaponsive to price relationships

than it is in the specialized wheat areas east of the

Cascade ountains.

when seed crops were relatively higher priced than

wheat as in 1939 to 19L3, wheat acres in the Jillaette

Valley fell off sharply (Figure 2). 'hen the price rela-

tionship was reversed as It was generally in the years

l9)4L to 1955, wheat acres went up in the valley. In 1952

and 1953 when seed stocks were large and prices were
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depressed, the switch to wheat was earticularly significant.
In 13 all suport prices on seed crops wore dropped and
in 114, despite wheat allotment restrictions, wheat acre-
ape in the Valloy was still higher than in any year from
l39 through l9l.

in the Columbia Basin, because there are rio good

alternatives, wheat acres followed the pattern set by
acreage aIlotnts quite closely. But from 1%L until
l3 when (except in l9O) there were no allotments,
wheat acreage rose substantially. This increase in v;heat

acras ;as made possible by breaking up new land and return-

ing to wheat production land that had been taken out of
wheat in the 1Q30's and placed in sod crops. In 19S2 and

l93 there was, no doubt, also some double cropping of
land in order to provide for a higher wheat base in anti-
cipation of a return to allotments.

The Remainder of Oregon showed it was capable of

expanding wheat acres further than the Columbia Oasin.

This is indicated by the higher index (Figure 2) attained

in te postwar years when allotments were not in effect.
wheat acres in the Remainder of Oregon did not expand as
far as in the iliametto V:lley, however.

All areas showed a close relation between wheat
acres, and overnrnent action to restrict or relax xestric-
tions on wheat acreage. There was a sharp auward trend in
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wheat acres when a1loterits ;ere removed in l<LL, and an

abrupt curt. iii; erit of acies when allotments were reinsta

ted in lO and agein in

Yields showed a sinificantly upward trend in the

period considered. Total production also increesed, since

the acres and yields were increasirig Of Oreon's total

wheat production, the Wiliartiette Velley produced 1. per

cent more in l92-5 than in the period l939-l. The

iemainder of Oregon's share was up 2. percent and the

Columbia Basin share was do;n )4.2 percent.
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THE SOIL BANK PEOGRAk

In spite of the wheat acreage allotments and ruar-

keting quotas that have been in effect in this country

since surpluses of wheat have continued to increase.

Vigorous action has been emplojed to move wheat to con

susters both at home and abroad, but stoehs have nonethe-

less increased to a point where they depress frm orices

and thruaten oxdeily narfketing. Stocks of wheat owned

y the Comnodity redit Uorporetion plus loans outstand-

in, on June 30, lc6 ajuounted to l,03!4 dllion bushels.

itorage costs alone, fer wheat arid other surplus fsrr:

products held by the C .0 .0., are nuarly a nl1ion dollars

a day.

kounting farm surpluses year after ye: r strike at

the welfare of all farmers. surpluses of a couuodity

like wheat, force severe reductions in acreae allot: ents.

Acres diverted from wheat are then employed in the nroduc-

tion of other crons which compete with the products raised

by other farmers. urpluses develop in mere and more

products and eventuully all farmers are affected, no

matter what they produce.

'creage allotments work hardships on farr:ers that

are directly affected by them. In the case of' some Oregon



farmers, wheat allotments
ther wheat acreage by as
wheat acres The smaller

reduction in the farmers'
soeciaiizod wheat growinc'

In the wheat-summe

L 3

in 19 arid 196 had already cut

much as O percent of' their base

acreage 'as caused a substantial

incomes, articular1y in the
areas.

rfallow areas of this state the

onlv oractical cash cron alternatives to wheat are such

grains as barley, cats, and rye. But the rice relation-
ship between these grains and wheat is highly in favor of

wheat, Thus when the farmers in this area divert wheat

acres to another grain, their income from the acres is

usually reduced materially. It was considered imnortant

therefore, that a new program for wheat should not cut

wheat acreage any further than have oresent allotments,

without compenseting the farmer for the further loss of

income.

Ihe Aims and Huies of the soil Bank Act

The Soil Bank Act was passed by Congress on iay 2$,

l96. It was designed to help adjust productioa to the

realities of resent day markets while it made compensa-

tory oayznents to farmers to cffset the loss in net income

resulting from further acreage reductions. The Soil Bank

is to be a major national effort to reduce the flow of
surplus commodities into government and non-government

I-
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storage. s tho mrogram operates to keep excessive stocks

out of storage, new and strengthened efforts to dispose of

surplus cormodities will help lower government holdings to

manageable levels.

Another objective of the program is to increase on

the-farm conservation. The Soil Bank is expected to pro-

mote a whole new pattern of conservation work leading to

better farms, better use of natural resources, and the

building up of seriously eroded land.

There are two parts to the Soil Bank--an ticreage

reserve and a conservation reserve.

The acreage reserve is a temporary program which is

designed to reduce production of wheat arid five othor basic

crops which are currently in excess supply. The partici-

pant si:ns a one year contract with his SC committee in

which he agrees to reduce acreage of a basic crop below

the number of acres allowed him under the allotment

program. For each acre thus reduced below the allotment,

he receives a payment from the government which is intended

to be large enough to compensate him for loss of income on

that acre of land.

rihe payment is determined by multiplyir.L the base

unit rate of L he eligible coniodity by its normal yield

per acre, by the number of acres the farmer has volun-

teered for the program. For 197 the base unit rate for



wheat was set at -l.2O per bushel. The rate varies some-
what among states and counties but nationally it averuges
1.20 or about 60 percent of the support price on wheat.

Normal yields are determined by the county ASC

committee with the hoip of community committees. County

chock yields are determined by the state ASC office on the
basis 01 the county average yields for wheat during the
base period and adjusted for drought, flood, or other
abnormal conditions. The base period for wheat is the
years l9L throuh 194, inclusive. The county committee

in turn establishes community check yields for communities
or areas of the county as deemed neeessry to reflect 1L-

nlficant variations in the yields between such communities.
Then with the help of community commIttees, the county

committee sets a normal yield for each farm. The normal

yield established for the farm is subject to such adjust-

ment as Is necessary in order that the yields for all farms

in the county, weighted by their allotments will not
exceed the check yield established for the county.

Land placed in the acreage reserve may not be
grazed, out for hay, or cropped during the lQ7 calendar
year. The farmer may leave It idle or apply a soil or
water conservation practice. Farmers enterIn the program
agree to allow county ASC comittees to check complience
on their farms.



It is hoped that active surticipation
reserve will bring new stability to farmers'
through a working piogram to bring surpluses

Concern that farm surpluses will continue to
the past, acted to depress farm prices.

The conservation reserve part of the

143

in the acrea e
markets

under control.
grow has, in

soil bank is
intended to encourage the shift of some of the less produc-

tive cropland into grass, trees, or water storage. It is

designed as a long term measure in adjusting the use of the

natIon's land resources. iarrers are given substantial

government assistance in establishing conservation prac
tices arid in rehabilitating worn out or eroded land.

To participate in the Conservation heserve program,
a farmer signs a contract, through his ASC committee, with

the Department of Agriculture. In the contract he agrees
to devote specific tracts of land to semi-permanent con-
servation Dractices. Lard regularly used for crop uroduc-
tion, including tame hay, is eligible for the program.

o crop will he harvested from the conservation reserve
and no grazing is to be allowed, except under emergency

conditions as may be determined by the Secretary of

Agriculture.

Conservation reserve contracts will be for 3 to

years for land already in approved cover crops, to 10
years if vegetative cover is to be established, and 10
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to 1f years where land is to be plantod in trees
County ASC coamIttees will establish a "farm Loll

Lank baSeU for each farm entering the program. in general,
the Soil Bank base is the amount of acreoge on a farm nor-
mally producing crops for harvest. To establish this Soil
Bank base for a farm, the committee determines the average

acreage of land producing crops for harvest during the
years since 1914, and previous to the first year of the
Conservation Reserve contract.

Thus, under a contract beginning in l97, the Soil
Bank base acreage for a farm would be the average acreage

of Soil Lank base crops for l9 and l96; for a contract
starting in l98, the farm1s base acreage would be the
farm's average acreage of base crops for l95 to 19S7; for
a contract starting in l99, the base acreage would be the
average acreage of base crops for l9 to l93; and for
contracts beginning in 1960, the base acreage would be the

average acreage of base crops for l95 to l99.

Land on the farm not included in the Soil Bank base

is considered to be in conserving and idle uses. Rarmors

participating in the conservation reserve will agree to

keep the same amount of land in idle and conserving uses

as in the past, in addition to acres placed in the conser

vation reserve. ihoy will also reduce acreage used in the

production of crops by the amount of acres placed in the
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program. In short, crop acreage is to be reduced below the

Soil Bank base.

Farmers will receive up to 80 percent of what it
costs them to establish permanent conservation on land
placed in the program. In addition they receive a pay-
mont, each year that the contract is in force to compen-
sate for loss of income on land taken oet of crop and live-
stock production. The national average rental per acre is
lO and the average rate for Oregon is set at 4;l2 per acre

per year. ihe total rental payment to an farm producer

is limite3 to ,O0O in any one year.

A farmer who is willing to surrender all his crop
growing rIghts, can lace all his cropland in a conserva
tion reserve. He can receive the regular annual payment

rate for each acre of his Soil Bank base. ior each addi-

tional eligible acre, he gets paid a non-diversion rate
which equals 30 percent of the regular payment rate. ills
total annual payment shell not exceed ,0O0 unless the

Secretary deems an Increase In this limitation will fur
thor accomplish the purpose of the program.

The non-grazing and non-harvesting clauses that
apply to both the acreage and conservation reserves are
intended to keep the national feed supply from growing
larger as a result of the Soil Bank program. More feed

added to the supplies which are presently available would
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work a hardship on cattleaon and feed producers. Their

roducts would command a lower price on the market if

more feed were added to already large supolies.

How the Soil Bank Affects Oregon Farmers

Of the six basic crops which are to be reduced by
the Acreage Feserve program, only wheat is grown on a
commercial basis in Orogon

To help meet the national objective of reducing
wheat acreage by ahot fifteen million acres in l97,
Oregon was allocated S,iLi,000 as its share in the acre-
age reserve Lund. bomewhat less than two million dollars
of this amount ws withheld for the purposes of a state
reserve and for spring wheat participation. The remainder

was made available for use by winter wheat growers.

Farmers that prow both winter and spring wheat or
winter wheat only, were given until heptember 21, l6 to

sign an acreage reserve agreement for l97. Later, in
order to get a larger sign up the final sign up date was
extended to October . Tenants who had to obtain signa-
tures of one or more absentee owners, were given an addi-
t:lonal 30 days to get these sinatores. According to a
tally made by the State SC office on November 6, l96
only 2,6,O37 of the fund available to Oregon wheat

gro;ers hd been subscribed for acreage reserve participa-
tion.
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The size of funds to be made available to Oregon
farmers for use in the conservation reserve in l97 were
not yet known at the time of this writing. Nationally,

LSO million was available for payments to farmers.

Farmers had until March l, 19S7, to sign a conservation
reserve contract in which the first annual payment made
would apply to the l97 crop year.

Reasons for Undertaking a Soil Bank Study

One of the main reasons f or undertaking a soil bank

study was to investigate the causes for the relatively small
participation by growers of winter wheat in Oregon. A pay-

ment equal to 60 percent of what a farmer could normally
expect to gross for growing wheat was thought to be ade-
quate compensation to induce a larger reduction of wheat
acres.

Farmers in the wheat-sumnerfallow areas of the state
seemed to have an additional incentive for participating

in the acreage reserve. About half the cultivated land in
this area is normally being summerfallowed in any given

crop year. Land in fallow does not, in effect, provide

any grazing nor does it produce any crop which might be

harvested. Therefore, any of the land which is earmarked

for summerfallow in l97 could be designated acreage
reserve and meet the conditions required for the reserve.
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Under the present allotment program, the average farmer
has more land slated for summerfaliow than for whe-t.
Thus he has more fallow than he would need for acreage

reserve, even if he were to put all hia allotment in a
reserve

This set up enables the farmer who participates in

the acreage reserve to raise an alternative crop on the

land that would have gone into wheat. Then he can desi-

nate an equivalent portion of stubble land that will be

sumn;erfallowed in l7 as his acreage reserve. Thus, the

wheat-sutuinerfaliow participant receives the regular soil

bank payment for land that he banks in the acreage reserve.

3esides, he realizes an additional income in the net pro
fit he makes from an alternative crop on acres diverted

from wheat.

Another aspect of the investigation was an appraisal

of' the inefficiencies that might be attributed to acreage
restrictions under the allotment program and to the lack of

adequate land resources in general. An effort was made to

arrive at the amount of overhead in labor and machinery
that existed on the fanns. The degree of employment off

the farms was also examined.

The sign up in the conservation reserve program had

not progressed very far when this survey was made. But

most ASC offices had had many enquiries about the program.
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Indications were that most farmers had looked into it suf-

ficiently to state their opinions on the program. An

attempt was made to ascertain tho degree of interest in

the program and the extent to which farmers expected to

participate

Another reason for making the surveys was to obtain

ide s and sugcestions from farmers, ASO officials, and

others for getting more participation in the soil bank in

the future.

The Extent of the Study

The study consisted of two separate surveys carried

out during the fall of l96 by the Oregon Agricultural

Experiment Station. The help of the State Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation office was solicited and ten

county ASC offices were also contacted.

tfho first survey consisted of a visit to each of ton
county ASC oftice8. All the nanagera at these offices were

contacted to obtain their views and appraisal of the soil

bank as it affected their counties. A formal questionnaire

was not used on those visits but a general outline was

followed at each office. Coiruents not suggested by the

outline were solicited wherever possible. Other officials
in the ten counties who were interviewed included seven

county agents, five ASC County Committeemen and two Soil
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Conservation service personnel.

nba second sirvey was a study conducted among, a

sample of farmers in two counties of the Columbia Basin.

Gilliam and Morrow counties were chosen to represent one

of the drier and ireater risk areas in the Basin. Virtu-

ally all the wheat grown in these counties is raised on

surerfal1ow. The size of the farm sample selocted was

about ten percent of all the farm operators in the two

counties.

Morrow county had subscribed a greater percentage

of the acreage reserve funds alloted to it than any

other county in Oregon. The amount utilized was about 37

percent of the preliminary allocation to growers of winter

wheat in the county. On the other hand, Gilliam county

which has similar climatic and other growing conditions

and lies adjacent, on the west side of Morrow county,

had allocated only about a third of its fund for payments

to acreage reserve participants. Uinatilla county on the

east side of Morrow county had less than 3 percent of its

allotment allocated for use. But iJmatilla county has

within it a large portion of land that is cropped annually

and is. therefore, not readily comparable to Morrow county.

The next chapter discusses the results of the inter-

views with SC office managers and other officials in the

ten counties visited. Chapter covers the farm survey in



Gililair and Morrow counties. Chapter 6 ives a surniary

of the oi1 sank study and a discussion of the conclusions

derived fro: the study.
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CHAPT'R IV

SURVEY OF COUNTY OFFICIALS

Time and finances did not allow for a visit to all
of the counties in Oregon that had. participation in the
1957 Acreage Reserve. It was decided, therefore, that
only a sample of counties be chosen for examination. rft

first criterion for the selection of these counties was

the number of acres that are devoted to wheat. Only those

counties which produce substantial amounts of wheat were

included. Consideration was also given to the different

types of growing areas and the sample included some coun-

ties in each of the regions delineated in Chapter 2.

All the Columbia Basin wheat counties of Wasco,

Sherman. Gi11iun, Morrow, and timatilla were selected be-

cause each represents a substantial portion of Oregon's
wheat production. In the period 1939 to 1955 these five

counties produced 71 percent of the state's total wheat

production and they represent this state's specialized
wheat growing area.

Polk, Yanhill and Marion counties were selected in
the Li1lamette Val].ey. They are three of the larger wheat
producing counties in the Valley and had a larger acreage
reserve sign up than the rest of the Valley counties. The

Ji11amette Valley is a humid part of the state in which



considerable wheat is grown in rotation with other crops.
The counties of Jefferson and Union were chosen

from the remainder of Oregon's wheat producin counties.

The two counties are the largest wheat producers outside
the Columbia Basin and have sizeable tracts of irrigation

within their boundaries. They were selected partly with

the thought of observing any variations that rLay be present

on irrigated land. Dryland farming in Jefferson county is

highly subject to recurrent drouth, but Union county gets
more rain than most of the Columbia Basin counties.

The ASU office managers were interviewed in each of

the ten counties. They were most familiar with the overall
picture concerning the Acreage Feserve and Conservation

Reserve programs since they had talked with all the paxti-
cipants and with many who decided not to partIcipate.
Other county agricultural leaders, however, were also
influential in helping to direct the program and in advis-
ing farmers. County agents and ASC committeemen, espe-

cially, were called upon to help explain the program in

the short interim between announcement of final rules for
the program, and the final date for sign up by winter wheat
producers.

Factors Related to Acreage Reserve Participation

The sign up in the 195'7 Acreage Reserve program for

winter wheat producers in Oregon amounted to only lL
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percent of the total wheat allotment for the state. This

fi:ure compares with sign up in the Plains and Lountain

states where 3articipation went as high as I8.7 percent of

the allotment in Colorado.

In the ten counties surveyed, a calculation was made

to determine the percentage of allotment in each county

that was placed in the acreage reserve. The percentages

are given in Table 3. It can be seen that there are large

Table 3. Allotment, acreage contracted, and percent of
allotment contracted in the Acreage Reserve
program by winter wheat producers in ten counties
of Oregon.

1957 Acreage contracted Acreage Contracted
County County wheat l97 as a Percent of

Allotment Acreage Reserve County Allotment
(Acrésj 7cres) (Percent)

Marion l7,7O 2,226 12.7

Polk l2,6I6 l,77 12.5

Yamhill 16,690 1,800 10.8

Wasco 63,925 11,020 17.2

herman 91,286 11,218 12.3

Cilliam 88,305 7,310 3.8

Morrow 11L,876 25,650 22.3

tjmatilla 198,039 5,270 2.7

iYnion L2,089 5,570 13.2

Jefferson 28,213 ),9Ltl 17.5



variations among the counties in the portions of allot-

ments that were si.ned up in the program. Morrow county

had the largest participation with 22.3 percent of its

allotment contracted, while 'Jmatilia county had banked

only 2.7 percent of its total wheat allotment. Several

factors were studIed in an attempt to discover some of the

reasons for the variation in sign up among. counties and

within the counties.

Size of Cropland, Allotments, and Yields

It was considered relevant to examine the relation

that participation in the Acreage Reserve program might

have to the size of the cropland, allotments, and yields

on the different farm8. In this regard a study was made

of the wheat-suaerfallow area in the Columbia Basin.

Information concerning the total population of farms in

this regIon was available.!/ Data which pertain to parti-

cipants only, could therefore he compared ith data for

all farms of the area.

The area in which wheat is generally grown on
summerfallow consists of Wasco, Sherman, Gililam and

Morrow counties, and several comiiunIties in the western

part of iJmatilla county. For the purpose of analysis,

1/ UnpublIshed data compiled from ASC records by 11.13.
Stippler, Agricultural Research Service, U.S.D.A.
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the region! a farms were broken down into 14 size groups:

720 acres of cropland or iea (small farms), 721-114140 cores

of cropland (medium farms), 114Ll-214OO acres of cropland

(medium large farms), and 21401 acres and over of cropland

(large farms).

A. compilation was made of the number of farms and of

the total cropland per farm for all farms of the area which

had wheat allotments. A similar tally was then made f or

participants only. The first section of Table 14 gives the

tally for all the farms of the area by size of cropland and

the second part of the table gives the same data for part!-

cipants. It is seen that medium and medium large farms

participated proportionately more in the program, both by

numbers of farms and by the amount of cropland on these

farms. The two size groups make up 141.14 percent of all the

farms and 14.6 percent of all the cropland for the area.
Eut among the participants, medium and medium large farms

comprise 5O. percent of the farms and 60.1 percent of the
cropland.

A further indication that the small and large
farmers did not sign up as heavily as the intervering
sizes is given in Table . Only 21.6 percent of the small
and 24.2 percent of the large farmers wore participants.

But on medium and medium large farms, participants com-

prised nearly one-third of the farmers in their size



Table L. Number of farms and total cropland by size of
cropland per farm, for Acreage Reserve partici-
pants and for all farms in tie wheat-summer-
fallow area, Columbia Basin, Oregon.

Grouping by Number of Farms Total Cropland
Acreage of Farms Percent Acreage Percent
Cropland of Total of Total

(Number) (Percent) (Acres) (Percent)

AU Farms of the Area

Small Farms 786 50.14 251,925 l5e9
(0-720 acres)

Iedium Farms 1419 26.9 14142,9141 28.0
(721-114140 acres)

iodium Large Farms 227 1)3.5 1419,867 26.6
(114141-21400 acres)

Large Farms 128 3.2 1465,935 29.5
(21401 acres & over)

All Farms 1560 100.0 1,580,673 100.0

Participants of the Area

Small Farms 170 141.9 67,368 15.0
(0-720 acro8)

Nedium Farms 132 32.5 135,0814 30.2
(721-114140 acres)

Nedium Large Farms 73 18.0 133,959 29.9
(114141-2LtOO acres)

Large Farms 31 7.6 111,7014 214.9
(21401 acres & over)

All Farms 1406 100.0 14143,115 100.0

groups. One reason for the relatively small sign up among

small farms was the complete absence of participation

among the 77 farms on the Warm Springs Ifldian Reservation



Table . Comparison of numbers of farms and cropland between creage 1serve Perti-
cipants and all farms in the wteat-sunmerfal1ow area, Columbia Basin,
Oregon *

Number of Farms Gropland per Farm
Grouping by Wheat- Wheat
Acreage of Sunmerfallow Participants Suiierfal1ow Participants
Cropland Area of Area Area of Area

fliumberl (Number) (Percent) (Acres) (Acres) (Percent)

Small Farms 786 170 21.6 321 396 123.)4
(0-720 acres)

Medium Farms 419 132 31.5 1057 1023 96.8
(72l-l140 acres)

Medium Large Farms 227 73 32.2 1350 1835 99.2
(lL14l-2L00 Acres)

Large Farms 128 31 2Lt.2 36LO 3603 99.0
(2!0l acres & over)

All Farms 1560 LO6 26.0 1013 110L 109.0



in asco county. seventy-six of those farms had less than

720 acres of cropland.

Lack of sign up on the Indian reserve also contri-

buted substantially to the fact that small farm partici-

nants had 23.L. percent more cropland than the average for

all the small fans of the area. The Indian farms

averaged only ll acres of cropland. If these farms were

disregarded entirely, the average amount of cropland er

small farm for the area would be reduced from 396 to 3L3

acres. Then participants would average only 10.7 percent

more cropland. In the 3 larger size groups the partici-

pants end non-participants averaged nearly the sare amount

of cropland per farm with participants havin somewhat less

cropland.

The comparison of average allotments per farm,

between participants and all farms, is similar to that

of cropland. Table 6 shows that in the 3 larger size

groupings, the average allotmant was up to 7 percent less

among participants. &ia1l farm participants, on the con-

trary, had 20 percent larger allotments than was average

for their size group in the area.

The normal yield comparisons made in Table 6 indi-

cate that normal yields among: participants were smaller

than area yields for all the size groupings. The differ-

ences ranged from 1.7 bushels per acre on medium farms to



Table 6. Comparison of allotments and normal yields between Acreage Leserve Partici-
pants and all farms in the wheat-summerfallow area, Columbia Basin, Oregon.

Grouping by heat Allotments pr Farm Normal Yis
Acreage of Area Participants Area wheat
Cropland % of Area Suxrorfallow PartIcipants

Averae 1/ Average 2/ Average Area of Area
(Acriji (Acres) (Percent) (Bushels) (Bus.) (%)

Small Farms 100 120 120.0 25.t 2.0 98.Lt
(0-720 acres)

Nedium Farms 333 310 93.1 26.L 2.l 93.6
(72l-lLj14O acres)

iediuni Large iarms 3o 9 96.L1 2.9 2L.8 9.8
(lLl-2L0u acres)

Large Farms 1117 lO 9L.L 2L.2 23.0 9.0
(210l acres over)

All Farms 317 332 lOLi.7 2!.6 21.8 96.9

1/ Data giving 197 wheat allotments by size of farm were not available for the area
as a whole. 19 allotments have been used in this comparison. On the basis of
alternate crou-fallow, these are believed to compare closely with l97 allotments

.?/ For farms participating in the acreage reserve, 197 allotments were used.

0
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O.L bushels per acre among small fariers. iormal y:telds

on the Indiun reservation were exceptionally low, averaging
only $.9 bushels per acre and ranging from Lt to l bushels.
if the reservation weren't incLdod in the designated
whect-swnmerfallow area, the area normal yield for small
farms would be 26.1 bushels per acre. Then participant

yields on small farms would be 1.1 bushels per acre less
than the area average yield.

The average percent of allotment signed up in the
acreage reserve by size groupings of farms is iven in
Table 7. Small fan partieLpants signed up a little over

Table 7. Allotment per farm and average acres contracted
by Acreage Reserve participants in the wheat-
summerfallow area, Columbia Basin, Oregon.

Acreage
Grouping by l97 Contracted Acreage
Acreage of Wheat per Farm Contracted
Cropland Allotment l97 Acreage as a percent

per Farm Reserve of Allotment
(Acres) (Acres) (?ercentT:

Small Farms 120 61.3 1.l
(0-720 acres)

4edium Farms 310 126.9 140.9
(721-114140 acres)

Iedium Large Farms 2214.2 140.1
(l)41-21400 acres)

Large Farms l0 1460.0 143.6
(21401 acres h over)

All Farms 332 1142.14
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half their allotment on the avexage while the other size
groups averaged a little more than L0 percent oacr.
Thirty-nine farms or 22.) percent of small farm partici-
pants signed up all their wheat allotment. ix percent
of the medium farms, 6.3 percent of the medium large,
and 3.2 percent of the large farms banked theIr whole
allotment.

Table 3 compares numbers of farms and cropland per

Table 8 Comparison of numbers of farms and cropland
between Acreage 1eserve participants and all
farms (by counties) in the wheat-sunmerfallow
area, Columbia asin, L.regon.

Counties
Wasco Sherman : Gilliam : Morrow : Western

Umatilla

humber of Farms

Aroa(Nurnber) L9 278 200 263 370

Participants 133 86 6 108 27
(Number)

% Participants 29.6 30.9 28.0 L1l.l 7.3

Croiland-Acres per karm
Area (Acres) 7l 1079 lb33 l36 llL

Participants 68L 1021 l27L 1612 1032
(Acres)

% Participants lL.2 9I.6 88.? 118.1 90.1

farm by counties between participants and all farms in the
wheat-sunmerfaliow area. In western Gxnatilla county parti-
cipants made up as little as 7.3 percent of all the farms
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whilo in 4orrow county )31 percent of the farmers partici--

Dated. Wasco county would have had 3.$ percent part:Lci-

pants if only the area otside the Iarm Sprints Indian

reservation were included. xxcLding the reservation

would also increase the average number of cropland acres

per farm from L7l to t3ut this would still leave

participants in Wasco county with 26 percent more eropland

than the average for all farms. Participants in Morrow

county averaged 18 percent more cropland. sherman, Gilliam

and western Umatilla counties, on the other hand, had con-

siderably more croplend on the average farm than among

their participants.

An estimate was made of the amount of whest that

will not be produced in the Columbia Easin wheat- summer-

fallow area as a result of the 197 Acreage Reserve

program. If expected yields are considered equal to normal

yields, the amount of reduction in wheat that might be

expected would be about l,L18,1OO bushels or approximately

11.2 percent of what would have been produced on the total
area allotment. Since acres diverted from wheat will
nearly always be seeded to barley or rye, these grains
will be increased by about the same number of bushels that

wheat is reduced.

Outside the wheat-sumrnerfallow area of the Columbia

Basin there were no available data on the total population
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of wheat farms for any given area or county. Therefore, in
the rest of the study area no ready comparisons could be
made between participants and the total population of

farms. But a number of observations about the areas

were obtained from interviews with officials and from
examining the records pertaining to participation.

It was estimated that Jnion county had more partial-
patlon among the smaller allotment sizes. The average

amount of cropland on participating farms was 313 acres.

They averaged 2 acres of allotment for l97, and the aver-
a{:e amount contracted in the acreage reserve was 37 acres.
Forty-five percent of the participants signed up their

whole allotment. Participation was larger among an esti-

mated 7 percent of the farmers in the county who were not

primarily wheat farmers.

In Jefferson county slFcn up tended more to the
larger allotments. The main reason was that the bigger
allotments were on dryland, where the bulk of the sig:n up
occurred. Irrigation farmers were very dissatisfied with

their normal yields, and participation on their farms was
limited sLrictly to the few instances where farmers wanted
to get a seed crop started on their acreage reserve. The

averego of 3J3 participants had 6o acres of cropland, 191
acres of allotment, and lL acres in the acre;ge reserve.
One very large farmer signed up all his 236 allotment



acres. His payment of nearly j70,0OO was over half the

total amount paid out to acreage reserve participants in
the county.

In the i11amette Valley, sign up seemed to be
heavicr among medium size allotments. In the three coun
ties surveyed, 29 participants plaeed an average of 19
acres in the acreage reserve. The farms averaged 183

acres of cropland and 2,.6 acres of allotment. Fifty-
four percent of the participants signed up all their
allotment. One office manager estimated that sign up
was proportionately less among, allotments of about 10

acres and under, because many farmers wanted to take advan-

tage of the law, that allows them to grow up to l acres of
wheat without being subject to marketing quotas. The

larger allotments were usually in the more productive
wheat growing, areas where participation on the whole was

quite light.

Expected Versus Normal Yields

In the il1amette Valley counties the farmers,

practically without exception, felt their normal yields

were set lower than their landTs ability to produce wheat.

An office manager estimated that the normal yields for his
county were only about 60 percent of what yields appeared
to have avera ad in the past 3 years. Fertilizer use had
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been stepped up heavily since about l93, and the response
to fertilizer was very favorable. A county agent estimates
that illamette Valley wheat yields could be increased 10
bushels per acre if all farmers were to use an optimum
amount of fertilizer. At present only about ten percent of
farmers use the estimated optimum amount. Higher yielding
wheat varieties and other improved practices, help to raise
expectations of higher wheat yields.

In Union and Jefferson counties too, farmers were
generally dissatisfied with their normal yields. Here

again the use of fertilizer had been stepped up in recent
years with good results. It was reported thet in Jefferson
county fertilized fields had done relatively bettor even in

a very dry year. Irrigation farmers in Jeflerson
county were particularly dissatisfied with the normal
yields that were set up for their farms. i4ost of these
farms didn't receive irrigation water till about the years
ico to l3. The noial yields, however, were ba8ed on
the 10 year average l9L514. Since many of the acres that
are now irrigrted wore among the driest in the county, the
normal yields based on the ten year average are too low.
Apparently the typical estimate among these farmers was

that they could produce yields twice as high as the normal
yields for their farms.

In the Columbia Basin, normal yields were considered
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more nearly in line with the future potential to produce
wheat. Fertilizer use in these counties has also been
increasing fairly rapidly and has shown good results in
years of higher rainfall. dut in drier years and on
shallow soils, there is still a question in many farrnerst
minds whether it pays to fertilize. County agents report,
however, that more and more far;:ers have been fertilizing,

especially since l93, and the number is likely to continue
to grow.1/ nbc high wheat yields in the Columbia Basin in

1c6 and the good to excellent moisture conditions during
the fall of the year, brought a notable increase in fer-
tilizer use on wheat acres to be harvested in lQ7.

Taken as a group, the only Columbia Basin fartors
who complained about their normal yields were in the nor-

thern part of Sherman county. The ASC office admitted

that the normal yields of these fas were probably set too
low relative to the rest of the county. The area is gener-
ally quite productive and fertiLzor in recent years has
given very good results in the region. Acreaj.e reserve

participation in this area of Sherman county was compar-

atively light. The small sign up was attributed largely

to the low normal yields. But it was also felt that
barley yields in the area were poorer, relative to wheat,

/ For further information on fertilizer use see: Stippler,
H.H. Fertilizer use in the wheat-surimerfa11ow area of
the Columbia Basin. (Oregon. Agricultural Experiment
Station. Circular of Information no. 576).
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than in some of the shallower soils in other parts of the

county.

Generally in the whoat-suxrimerfallow area, however,

the land which produced the highest yield of wheat was also

bettor adapted to barley. orrow county, particularly,
found a close relationship between participation end the

better wheat lands. The higher acreage reserve payments

offered on this land, along. with more certain returns from
barley resulted in a greater sign up.

Jnion county and the &illamette Valley counties had

their highest participation in areas that wore not so pro-
ductive. In the Valley the designated acreage reserve
frequently consisted of land that was low in fertility

due to weeds or from too frequent cropping. It was anti-

cipated that reserve acres would be planted to a legume
cover crop or summerfallowed to check weeds. In Union

county the community with the largest sign up had a con-

siderahie number of livestock. Many of the participants

were expected to start a growth of alfalfa on their

acreage reserve.

It was thought that irrigction farmers in Union

county were proportionally represented in the sign up.
Consequently their normal yields were believed to have

been sot at fair or possibly high levels. On the con-

trary, Jefferson county irrigation areas had normal yields



that were much too low and sign up was limited to instan-
ces whore it could sorcohaw be fitted into the established

farm plan. On the dryland of Jefferson county, most of
the participation was on the higher yielding land.

In general it aopeered that counties which had much
dissatisfaction with normal yields tended to have a greater
proportion of sign up on lower yield farms. his is shown

in Table ) which compares the normal yields of participants

Table 9. County normal yields and normal yields for
participants, In the Acreage Reserve program for
winter wheat producers In ten counties of Oregon.

County Normal Yield of Participant YII
County Normal Acreage Reserve as a Percent of

Yield ParticIj?ants County Yield
(Bushels) (Bushels) (Percent)

Marion 27.3 26.L 96.7

Polk 2S.8 23.3 90.3

Yamhill 26.° 26.7 99.2

Wasco 2L.6 2.5 103.6

Sherman 28.3 26.6 9Lt.0

Gilliam 2!4.2 2).i.2 100.0

Morrow 22.2 22J4 100.9

Umatilla 28.9 26.8 92.7

Union 31.2 29.7 9.2

Jefferson 23.L 97.L

with county normal yields. Seven of the ten counties had



higher county normal yields than the average for partici-

pants in the county. Gillian county had the same normal

yield for participants and non-participants, while Wasco

and Plorrow counties had somewhat higher yields among their

acreage reserve participants. If the Indian reservation

were excluded in Wasco county, the county normal yield

would be bushels--exactly the same as the normal yield

for participants.

Tenure

There was little difficulty

tenant etting together on a basis

payments from the acreage reserve.

sharinm was in the same proportion

provided. Only in Umatilla county

of differences of opinion that migl

sign up on rented land.

In Morrow county there were

in the landlord and

for sharing the benefit

Almost invariably the

as the lease agreements

was there some evidence

it have retarded some

some instances where the

landlord didn't understand or wanted to have nothing to do

with the soil bank. Wasco county reported more interest

among. owner ooerators and part-owners. Part-owners tended

to put their acreage reserve onto land that they owned and

plant the full allotment on land they were renting. On the

other hand, in Sherman and union counties the trend was for

rented land to go into the acreage reserve. Sherman

county reported some cases where the landlord wanted to
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participate, and his tenant had to go along with the
prog rae.

In the Willamette Valley there appeared to be a
tendency for some landlords to ut all their eligIble land
into the soil bank. These landlords and some owners who

had been hiring their farm operations done by custom work,
were p1acing as many acres as were permitted into the
acreage reserve. They were then planning to put the
remainder of their eligible land into the conservation
reserve. Some were oreparing to dismiss their tenants
and thus receive all the benefits that would be paid under
the two parts of the Soil Bank program.

Such action apears to spurn the regulation in the
Soil Bank Act which says that a landlord may not enter into
an agreement If it appears he has displaced a tenant in
preparation for the program. But many rental agreements
in the illamette Valley have been verbal rather than
written and these leases have generally been renewed every
year. The renter is, therefore, subject to dismissal at

the end of any contract year. It is difficult to prove

that the landlord refused to renew an agreement wIth his
tenant in order to prevent the tenant from sharing in the
soil bank paynent. Some landlords, for Instance have been
removing their renters to gain self-employed status on
their farms, and thus improve their positions for social

security purposes.
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It was suggested that this development in the
WIllamotte Valley would probably bring, about a demand by
tenants for a 3 to year written lease agreement in the
future.

P21Y in Announcin the_l97Prram

There was general agreement that the regulations for
the 197 Acreage }ioservo program for wheat and the sign up

dates came too late in some parts of Oregon to get as much

participation as would otherwise have been the case. This

is borne out by the fact that in .Jnion county most of the
wheat bad been seeded by the first sign up date. In Wasco

county most of the farmers were seeding about sign up time
and many had already seeded half their allotment when they
signed an agreement to put the other half into acreage
reserve. Some farmers didnvt apply for more than O per-
cent of their allotment. They felt they couldn't delay
their seeding until such a time as it would be deterined
whether they could sign up additional acres. Several
farmers in northern borrow county had seeded some of their
wheat as early as August 2, following a half inch of
rainfall.

In the whoat-summerfallow areas, farmers had a sub-

stantial investment in the suerfallow which had been

earmarked for seeding to wheat. They had spent several
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dollars per acre for tillage operations and some had spent

considerable money to fertilize these fields. Since most

alternative crops to wheat are held in such low regard,

faniors felt they would partly waste their investment if

they substituted another crop for wheat. iesides, many

farmers had treated their seed wheat and since it couldnt

be marketed in its treated condition, they felt they should

o ahead and soed it.

In the Til1ainette Valley it was generally agreed

that program rules and sign up dates came sufUciently

early to allow for nearly full participation in the acreage

reserve. A dry fall had delayed seeding in most cases till

October or November. So Willamette Valley farmers had the

opportunity of putting any portion of their allotment in

the acreage reserve. It is anticipated, though, that

participation in the Valley will be higher in future years

as more and more farmers discover means of using the proW-

gram to their advantage. A number of patterns are already

suggested for use on acreage reserve land.

A number of faxaers are interested in using a

moving rotation on their reserve acres. They would cover

all their cultivated ground with a green manure crop before

the acreage reserve program is slated to expire in l99.

The acre3ge reserve can be put into clover or alfalfa and

left for a year without harvesting or grazing. It can
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then be plowed and seeded to wheat or another cash crop.

heat following a legume has given excellent results in

most cases. The legume might be left on the same land for
two years in preparation for a highly intensified crop like

strberries. This would also provide the extra benefit of

a higher acreage reserve payment if the same reserve acres

are used in two successive years. Payments in the second

year are 110 percent of the first year's payment, if the
same land is retained for acreage reserve.

The acreage reserve program also affords the farmers

an opportunity to clean up their fields of weeds. In some

cases this practice has been neglected for years because

farmers felt they couldn't affox to forego a crop while

they swimerfa11owed. Now they can get a soil bank payment

on the ground on which they are getting rid of weeds. If
they Dut lime and a cover crop on the same land during the

winter, they can qualify for an ACP payment in addition to

the acreage reserve payment. The cover crop can be plowed

in the spring arid the round can then be worked during the
summer to control such weeds as Canada thistle and morning

glory.
Another practice that can be used is to plow the

ground in early spring and work it till June or even up

to early fall. Then this land could be seeded to a
perennial seed crop without including a nurse crop. The



seed crop can get a bettor start when there isn't a nurse
crop to compete with it. It is anticipated that demand for
perennial seeds will grow stronger, when the Conservation
Reserve program begins to draw more heavily on the avail
able supply.

In the wheat-stimmerfaliow areas it is expected that
the designated acreage reserve will nearly always bo
surrrerfallowed In l97. In regions of higher rainfall, as
In parts of tJmatllla and Jnion counties, there will be some
grass or alfalfa crops started and some green manure crops
plowed under, in addition to the use of suxamerfallow on

acreage reserves.

Publicity for the Program

Following the announcement of the regulations for
the 1957 Acreage Reserve program, the agrcultural leaders
In all counties were active in making this information
known to farmers who had a wheat allotment. County papers

and radio broadcasts were used to disseminate the high-
lights of the program. At least one general meeting of
farmers was called, and in some counties several meetings
were held in different parts of the county. iost ASC

offices sent individual letters to farmers giving the farm-

er his normal yield, dollars per acre which he could real-
ize in acreage reserve payments, and other information.
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Union county sent letters to both the tenant and the owner

of a farm. In Marion county, the ASC office went so far as

to set up a special soil bank department and gave special
training to three fieldinen who visited with the farmers to

explain the program.
Nearly everyone who was interviewed thought that

farmers who made an effort to learn about acreage reserve
regulations had had sufficient opportunity to do 80. But

one county agent in the wheat-summerfallow area suggested

that more might have been done in his county to inform
landlords about the program. An office manager in the

il1amette Valley thought that some farmers still weren't
aware of some practices that ere permitted for use on an
acreace resorve

General Observations

One county agent suggested that the new export
policy for wheat that was announced by the Secretary of

Agriculture to ° into effect on September , l96, came

out about one month too early,. Because of the nature of

the policy, farm magazines were predicting that the price
of wheat would rise as nmich as LO cents per bushel in the
Pacific Northwest. On the other hand, farmers didn't know

what the price support on barley would be in l97 and they
felt it would be considerably lower than in 1956. The

advantages of growing wheat, therefore, seemed to outweigh
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the combined prospects of barley and the acreage reserve

payments.

Some farmers in the specialized wheat areas had

reservations about growing additional barley or other feed

grains. They felt it would infringe on the feed growers

and add greatly to the relative surplus of feed crops.

One kSC county committeeman put it this way: Present soil

Bank regulations require that no grazing be allowed on the
acreage reserve nor the conservation reserve. Yet in

sumrierfallow areas barley may be grown on land diverted

from wheat. Where fall barley is grown it can be grazed

in the fall months and threshed for grain in the next

summer. The amount of barley feed thus added to the gener-

al feed supply, is substantially greater than the amount of

feed that grazing on soil bank acres could provide in wheat-

summerfallow regions.

The non-grazing clause can make it difficult far

farmers with livestock in the wheat-summorfallow areas to

participate in the acreage reserve. They usually can't

afford to fence off the reserve acres since fencing isn't

practical on the large scale farms found in the wheat

specialty areas. The designated acreage reserve is nearly

always in stubble from January 1 until it is plowed for

summerfallow in the spring. Ordinarily this stubble field

provides little grazing: after the first of the year, but



present regulations do not allow livestock on the field If
it is an acreage reserve. The ASC oflice manager for

Gilliam county estimated his county would have signed up

at least twIce as many acres If livestock could have been
run on the acreage reserve.

. . S

Many farmers in the iillamotte Valley who have very

small wheat allotments or no ellotments at all are very
dissatisfied. If they happened to be growing little or no
wheat for market in the base sears l92 and l23, their
allotment is likewise small or they have no allotment.
They now see that their neihbors with allotments are able
to use thee; to considerable advantae, end they would like

to he able to share in this cornparati ye wlndtali. some of

their fields might also be in need of a green manure crop

or a cleen up free; weod, but they can't qualify for an

acreage resemve payment while they are taking care of such

measures.

In Jefferson county there is similar dissatisfaction

with allotments on the part of sree farmers. The north

group of farmers in the county received water for irriga-
tion in lO2 and lP3. wheat, therefore was still their

principal crop In these years. But the south group had

received their water earlier and they were growing a lot
of ladino clover during the base years. Now the south

V
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roup is unhappy because their allotment is so much smaller
than that of the north group.

. . .

A number of iSC officials and county agents com-

plained about the changes in the rules and dates that have
occurred since t-e Soil hank Act was passed in day, l6.
They thnk farmers would feel better about the program if
the rules and deadline dotes were left unchanged for at
least the duration of one contract year

The extension of the deadline date for signing
acreage reserve agreements in the fall of l96 was a case
in point. Of dorrow county sihners, thirty-seven had indi-
cated a dusire to put more than 0 percent of their allot-
ment in the acreage reserve. They had done so with the

understanding that after September 21 they could sign a new

contract for additional acres if the amount ol acreage

reserve funds had not been exhausted by that date.
hen the deadline date was extended from September

21 to October , a number of these farmers felt they
couldntt hold up their seeding, any longer. Later an amend-

ment was announced which allowed farmers to sin up as much
as 103 percent of their allotment. But many participating;
farmers had already seeded at least some wheat. Of the
original 37 farmers indicating, a desire to place over
percent in the acreege reserve, only 21 came back to sign
an amended contract.



The Conservation ReserPror

The Columbia Basin counties on the whole expect

comparatively little participation in the conservation
reseive program. Xs was the case with the acreage reserve,
it is not practical to fence off the land that might go

into the conservation reserve. uch of the inferior crop-
land is in relatively small plots which are scattered
wIthin much larger fields. von where lareer fields might
be considered for conservation reserve, these usually lie
on the eiLes of scab pasture land or steep ravines in
order to insure against grazing, the reserve acres would
need to be adequately fenced from other croplenc3 and also
from adjoining non-cropland

The 4,OOO limitation on the amount of annual pay-
merits that can he made to a single operator, apparently
deterred a few of the larger farmers from taking their
whole farms out of production. In one county several
larger operators had expressed an interest in signing u

as many acres as wore permitted into the acreage reserve.

The romiinder of the eligible land would have been placed

in the conservation reserve. if a substantially higher
limit than ,GOO could have been paid under the Conserva-

tion Ieserve program, these farmers might have put their

complete farms into the soil bank.
The limitations of the g0ii 3ank base are a strong
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deterrent to participation on those farms which have a

considerable amount of summerfullow. since sunierfa1low

acres are not counted when ciculating the oi1 Bank base,

a common expression used in this area is that wheat-summer-

fallow farmers have to put two acres into the conservation

reserve in order to get paid for one acre. One ASC office

manager stated that he hes learned to begin his discus-

sions of the Conservation Reserve program by explaining

the way the Soil Bank base works. He finds that ho

generally doesn't need to explain frther when the farmer

shows lack of further interest.

Some farmers lu Jnion and Wasco counties have

indicated that they plan to do a lot of double cropping

in the period l97 to l99 in order to build up a higher

Soil Bank base. Then in 1960 before the program is

slated to expire, they can put an acreage in the consorva-

tion reserve. Such an arrangerent could still leave then

with as many acres for cash crbps during the contract

period as they were cropping when suirnorfollow was part

of their Program.

In the villamette Valley, count' agricultural

leaders were looking for a moderate to heavy participa-

tion in the conservation reserve program. Again, as with

the acreage reserve, theie is considerable interest on the

part of the landlords anti the owners who hire their farming
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operations. The landlordts shae of the returns from the

farm (usually one third of the gross production) is fre-

quently less than the l3 per acre that he could realize

from the land if it were in the conservation reserve.

Most farms have small acreages of marginal type

land or odd shaped pieces of land that will normally not

less than l3 per acre. uch of this type of land, it is

hoped, will go into the conservation reserve and will be

seeded to a legume or grass or to a combined legume and

grass. There seers to be quite an Interest In tree plant

ing too. This type of ulanting is expected more on the

slopes near the edge of the forest. Trees may also be

planted by some of the larger farmers who have a piece

of land away from the rest or one that is hard to get to.

There are several factors that will work against

the signing of conservation reserve contracts: (1) Taxes

of to per acre will take a substantial part of the

payment received. (2) There is a difficulty in both1 able

to buy enough trees for establishing forestry reserves.

(3) Some farms, like the grass farmers on the hilly lands,

hesitate to participate because their Soil Bank bse is

too small. (1,) Many farmers hesitate to sign an agreement

because of the length of time their land would be tied up.

Part Time Farmers

In the Illamette Valley, loggers are the most
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typical part tixe farmers. There were indications that
a number of these logers would put their whole farm into
the consorvstion reserve. Generally speaking they have

been doing a poor job of farring and usually occupy the
worst land on the edge of the forest. They try to farm
but prefer to log. The farm has afforded them a place

to live and they have been interested mainly in getting
enough off the farm to pay the taxes and most of the
expenses.

In the Columbia Basin there is little part time
farming. The few who do operate in the area gave little
indication that they would sign up all or any part of
their land, Only in Wasco county had there been any

enquiries by farmers planning to put all their land in
the conservation reserve. One elderly couple was planning

to put in all their land since they could no longer oper-
ate it adequately. Also the parties to a 3-way estate

were thinking of putting their whole farm into the soil
bank since this would obviate the need for supervising
a renter on the farm None of the 3 parties who had an
interest in the farm lived in that vicinity.
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The aree included under the farm study had to be
confined still further from that which was covered in
the survey of county officials. Rather than make a wIdely

dispersed survey of farmer opinions, It was thought more
desirable that an adequate sample of farms be selected
from a smeller area. The region chosen should be fairly
uniform throughout its area with regard to wheat produc-
tion. Gilliam and Morrow counties together make up an

area that was considered of feasible size for the study
and the two counties are quite similar in climate and
topography.

There were other reasons for choosing these two
counties as the area for study. since the far:i survey
could cover only a smell portion of the wheat growing
regions in Oregon, an area was selected that devotes most
of its farm resources to the production of wheat. In

i9)4, approximately 66 percent of all farm products sold
in 01111cm county was from wheat; horrow countys farm
income was about percent from wheat. Earns are large
in these counties and a wide area could be covered by

interviewing: a relatively small number of farmers.
Nearly half the land normally devoted to cash crops



in the study area, is in summerfallow at any given time.
It is possible, then, for the farmers in this area to
participate in the Acreage eserve program and yet crop

their normal acreage. The designated acreage reserve is
placed on a portion of the idle suxnmerfallow acres and a
substitute crop can be g:rown on the land diverted from
wheat. Therefore, a participant in this area can receive
a payment for the acres he banks, and still grow a crop,
other than wheat, or an equivalent acreage. The farm study

in Giliiam and 1iorrow counties would indicate some of the

reasons that more farmers didn't take advantage of this
apparent opportnity for a double income.

The study of the two counties afforded an opportun-
ity to look into the causes for the high. sign up in the
one county and the relatively low participation in the
other. Iorrow county used about 37 percent of its prelim-
inary allocation of funds to winter wheat growers while
(iliiam county subscribed less than 3 percent of the funds
that were allocated to it. The two counties lie adjacent
to each other and have similar g rowinF conditions for pro-
ducing wheat.

Selection of the

There were 263 farm operators with wheat ailotunts
in horrow county and 200 in Gilliam county. The farms



in each county were divided into three groups and were

stratified on the basis of their average 19 and l96

"wheat base" acres. Farms with 0 to 399 acres of wheat

base wore classified as "small". The "medium" category

included all farms that had LtQO to 799 acres as their

average l9-6 wheat base; the group which was classified

"large" had a wheat base of 800 acres and over.

Tho farms in the three size groups were then fur-

thor subdivided as to participants and non-participants

in the Acreage Reserve program. About 28 percent of the

farmers with allotments had signed an acreage reserve

agreement in Gilliam county. 'iorrow county's partici-

pants included over L]. percent of its wheat allotment far-

mere.

The population of farms in each county had therefore

been broken down into six groups--small medium, and large

groups among participants ax the same 3 strata for those

who did not participate in the acreage reserve. In each

county a sample of 3 farms was drawn at random from each

of the participant groups. From the three groups of non-

participants, a random selection of T farms was made in

each group. Thus the total size of the farm sample in each

county was twenty-f our--9 participants and l non-partici-

pants
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A Description of the Study Area

The wheat lands of Morrow county are concentrated

in the central western oart of the county. Little wheat

is grown in the northern, eastern, and southern parts

where nearly all the land is devoted to range. Most of

the farms within the main wheat growing area do not have

significant aiiounts of grazing land in conjunction with

their wheat project. On the edges of the wheat area,

however, there are a number of farmers who are primarily

livestock ranchers and their farms may have several times

as many acres of grazing land as cultivated acres.

The wheat farms of Gilliam county differ from those

in Morrow in that they have a larger acreage of grass on

the average. The wheat lands are scattered over the entIre

county and most farms will have a certain amount of grazing

land along, with their wheat land. s a result, more farms

in Gilliam than in Morrow county keep a significant number

of livestock. The average size of the overall unit is

larger in Gilliari county than In any other important wheat

growing county of Oregon.

The north end of both counties have lighter and

drouthier soils, a. in this area the yields are somewhat

lower than in other sections. In the past l years,

however, with generally favorable growing conditions, this

land has shown itself iather profitable for growing wheat.
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Most new wheat land that was added during years of high
wheat prices was in this section of the two counties.

In the long run these lighter soils are more nearly mar-
ginal for growing wheat than th.e older established wheat
lands.

Opportunities for growing alternative crops are very
limited on wheat lands of Gillian and Morrow counties.

Barley and rye are probably the best substitute crops for
acres diverted from wheat, but these crops usually are con-
siderably less rofitable than wheat.

a

A comparison was made of the size of the total farm
unit and of the amount of cropiand per farm in the two coun-
ties. Averages were calculated for each county sample of
2L farms. The average size of the farm units in Gilliam
county was 14381 acres while the Morrow county average was

2990 acres. But the amount of croplund was larger on
Morrow county farms with this county averaging 1681 acres,
while Gilliam county averaged only 11428 acres. Based on

the sample of farms visited, therefore, Morrow county farms
had more cropland than non-cultivated acres. arrns in

Gilliam county, on the other hand, had about twice as much.

land that wasn't cultivated as they had acres for cropping
purposes
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It is apparent also, that the non-cropind was dis-

tributed among more farms in Gilliam than in Morrow county.

The ratio of cropland to total farm size in Morrow county

could be increased from. 0.6 to 0.78, if farms near the

perimeter of the wheat growing area were taken out of the

2L4 farm sample. In Cillism county, however, 22 farms with

large grazing tracts would have to be removed from the

sample to be left with a 0.7'i ratio of cropland to total

farm size.

Nearly all the farmers intervioed in the two coun-

ties indicated that they could handle substantially more

land than they were operating with the amount of machinery

they owned. ach farmer was asked to estimate the number

of cropland acres that he could adequately handle with the

machinery he had. Ho was then asked to estimate the number

of acres he could properly farm with his own (operators)

labor alone, if he had adequate machinery and could hire

help during, harvest. The averge of the estinate8 in the

3 size groups for Morrow county and Gillio1,: county Is g:iven

in Table 10. The table also gives averages of the esti-

mated present value of machinery owned by the farm opera-

tors and the average amount of cropland per farm in each

group.

The table shows that in Morrow county the farm

operators feel they should have 78 percent more cropland



Table 10. Cropland acres, value of machinery, and esti-
mates of acres needed to adequately employ

machinery and labor--3 roups of
farms in orrow and Gilliam counties.

Necessary acres to
Size Cropland Value of adequately employ
Group Per Farm iachinery Operator's : Operator's

Per Farm machinery : Own Labor
(Acres) (Dollars) (Acres) (Acres)

8 small farms t7O

8 medium farms 1276

8 large farms 3318

Av. 2Lt farms 1681

8 small farms L35

Norrow County

15025 156 1306

2)4250 2762 2L0O

375 LL5o 3225

28083 2967 2352

Gilliam County

9250 1171 1171

8 medium farms l22L 2L625 1800 1562

8 large farms 2625 35937 3L25 1825

Iv. 2I farms 1b28 23271 2171 1535

than they now own, to employ their machinery adequately.

To employ their own labor sufficiently they would need O

percent more acres. Gilliain county farmers would require

about 52 percent more cropland to properly employ their

machinery and 9 percent more if they just used their own

labor with sufficient machinery.

iarms in the small size group in both counties

showed the greatest degree of overhead in machinery and
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operator's labor. These small farmers estimated they
could çroperly handle approximately three tires as many
cropland acres with their own machinery and their own

labor as was available to them on their farms.

A small operator in each county had no machinery of

his own. One used his brother-in-law's machinery in

exchange for about O days of labor on his brother-in-law's

farm. The other worked about 100 days a year on his

father's farm in exchange for using his dad's machinery to

do his own farm operations. since these two farmers owned

no machinery, the average of "acres needed to adequately

employ the operators machinery" in Table 10, was based on

only 7 small farm estimates in each county. Their zero

equity in machinery, however, was averaged into the

"machinery value" column.

Medium and large farms in Cilliari county showed less

underernplorent of operator's labor and machinery than did

these sizes of farmB in Morrow county. Jndoubtedly, the

prevalence of more livestock on a greater number of farms

in Gilliam county accounts for most of this difference.

In order to care for livestock and provide for their feed,

the farm operator uses time and machinery that would other-

wiso be available to the growing of cash crops. It can

also be seen from Table 10 that the large farms in Gilliam

county had considerably less cropland and machinery than
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did the large farms in Morrow county.
Gilliam county farm operators hired nearly 148 par-

cent more labor than Morrow county farmcrs. Again this

fact can be explained largely by the need for more labor
to care for the greater number of livestock. The break-

down for man days of labor hired in the two counties is
iven by size groups in Table II. The relatively large
amount of labor hired on the small farms in Morrow county

is explained by the fact that one farm hired 700 man days

Table 11. Man days of labor hired annually by a sample of
Gilliam and Morrow county farmers.

Size Nan days of labor hired annual
Group Gilliam County Morrow County

8 small farms 76 139

8 medium farms 228 108

8 large farms 3143

214 farm average 276 187

of labor per year. The total size of the farm was 9)400
acres but it had only 720 acres of eropland. This farm

could, therefore, be classified as "small" only with
regard to the size of it's croplarid or wheat allotment.

The group of small farms in Gilliam county contained

3 farms with total acreages that were about ten times the
size of their cropland. But two of these farms were run



by father-son partnerships and they hirod only 110 man days
of labor between them.

The hiring of farm operations was negligible in
Morrow county. Weed spraying was the only operation hired
and ! of the farmers who hired spraying said they did so
only when they were rushed for time. In Gilliam county 3

farmers reported that they had hired some of their spraying
in the past. Two had hired some combining and one had been

hiring all his combining done by a neighbor. One farmer

had been hiring a neighbor to do all his field operations
in the past two years, but in the fall of 196 he had
bought back into a full line ot machinery.

iork done off the farm was minor and was confined

to operators in the small size group in both counties.
The two farmers who owned no machinery worked an average

of 7 days per year for a relative, in exchange for using
the latter's machinery. 2o other operators worked away
from their farms about one month out of the year. One ol

these two helped run a garage business in which he had
partial interest; the other cut fence posts and contracted

fence building. One very small farmer, who was a carpenter
by trade, worked about ?O days of the year off the farm
doing carpentry work.
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The Acreage Reserve Program

Reasons for Participation in the Acreage Reserve Program

In Morrow county, participants in the Acreage

Reserve program were confident that they would realize
greater returns than if they had grown all their allot-
ment to wheat. ight of the nine who signed up, gave as
their primary reason the fact that the acreage reserve
payments plus the returns from an alternative crop would
be higher than anticipated returns from an equal acreage
in wheat. The ninth oarticipant received his main income
from cattle. This rancher had seeded all his allotment
to wheat and planned to cut O percent of it for hay.
Normally he had been buyin some hay for his cattle. His
designated acreage reserve was on a farm some distance
from his home ranch where ho didn't need to fence against

his own cattle.

Four partIcipants mentioned the crop insrance

aspect of the program as one feature that influenced them
to sign up. Morrow county had had its first experience
with barley crop insurance under the Federal Crop insur-
ance program in 1956. The program was considered success-
ful and was to be continued in 1957. Gnder the program
the insured is guaranteed 416 per acre it his barley' crop
is a complete failure. An acreage reserve' participant,



who carries barley crop insurance, is therefore guaranteed
the acreage reserve payment plus 16 per acre on his barley

crop, regardless of how poorly the crops turn oat in 19$7.
One small and one large participant had put 100

percent of their allotment in the acreage reserve. Five

other participants had signed up $c percent of their allot-

ment. Four of tiese had not indicated on their first

contract that they wished to sign up more than hail their
allotment. One of them put it this way, ?hI waS too con-

servative to sign up more than $0 percent even thoigh it
seemed like a good deal." The fifth had indicated a
desire to put 100 percent of his allotment in the acreage

reserve, but he had seeded half his allotment to wheat by

the time he was given an opportunity to sign up the rest

of the allotment.
One participant had. signed up 36 percent, which was

all the allotment on one of his three farms. iut he would
have put the rest of his allotment in the acreage reserve
if he had been given that option when sign ups for the
program began. Another large operator ended up with $8

percent of his allotment in the acreage reserve. This was

all of' the allotment on his own land. He couldn't sign up

any of his rented land because the landlady couldn't see

through the soil bank and would therefore not go along

with it. Furthermore, by the arrangement he used he
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could concentrate all his wheut on one ol the two farms he
operated.

A medium and a large operator believed that the

acreage reserve p&yxnt per acre was more than they could
net from an acre of wheat. But besides, they both expected
a profit from the alternative crop they planted on the
acres diverted from wheat. One suggested that ho could

raise at least as many pounds of barley per acre as he
could of wheat. rihe other felt that on the light soil he
farmed, a barley crop on the average no more than paid his
expenses of growIng and harvesting it. However, he had

put all his 9LO acres of allotment into a new variety of
rye. This new rye had yielded 3L bushels per acre on a
neighbor's field in 196. The field contained poor soil,
and 20 years ago it would have been regarded as marginal

for crop production. Feportedly this new rye variety is
less persistent in reseeding itself than older varieties
were. In other words, it will not remain in the fields
for as many years to act as a weed for succeeding non-rye
crops.

The nine participants interviewed in Gilliam county
were, on the whole, considerably less enthusiastic about
the Acreage Reserve program. Only one rancher signed up

all his allotment. The allotment was only 7 acres while
his total unit was a sheep ranch that contained nearly
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8,00o acres of land. Ho didn't like to grow wheat and
doesn't have a full line of machinery for cash grain farm-
ing. Besides, he had cropood all his cultivated land in
l96 because of good moisture conditions, and therefore
didn't have any sui.aerfallow on which to grow wheat in
l7.

A small and a medium size farmer each signed up hail

their allotment. The small operator could get nearly LO

per acre as an acreage reserve payment and he hoped to
gross about LO per acre on his barley. Hø considered the

combined return substantially above the return he could
expect to net from a wheat crop. He would have signed up

his whole allotment if he had been given that option early
in September rather than at the end of the month. The

medium size operator suggested that the '37.O per acre
payment would provide him with good insurance, and if con-

ditions for growing wheat were good in l97, the barley
crop would be helped equally.

The other six participants signed up an average of

27 percent of their allotments and the percentages ranged
from 21 to 1O. iwo of these farmers signed up an acreage
because some of their fields which had been intended for
wheat, joined a field that was to go into barley. They put

these adjoining acres into barley as a limited experiment

at participation--since it wouldn't make or break them

either way. A tenant put a 217 acre field in the acreage



reserve because it lay ff by itself and was fenced. Other-

wise the landlord wouldn't o along with the soil bank. He

doesn't like allotments of any kind. A small farmer on

liFht soil regarded barley as a crop that doesn't produce
a net profit on his farm but he put a few acres into the

new type of rye in order to help cut down on the wheat

surplus. nother operator planted barley on 1400 acres

of his lI0O acre allotment. This field was infested with

rye and he hoped to get rid of some of the rye by harvest-

ing, a barley crop from it next summer. The last partici-

pant thought that the 3l acreage reserve payment was more

than the difference in profit between wheat and barley.

But he felt that signing up 180 acres of his 80 acre

allotment would be enough for this year. Next year he will

probably sign up more after he has seen how this soil bank
works out.

Reasons for not Participating in the Acreage Reserve Program

Heasons given for not participating in the acreage
reserve were numerous and varied. A few reasons, however,

were mentioned by more than one operator.

In Gilliam county the reason given most frequently

for not participating was the clause which doesn't allow
any grazing on the designated acreage reserve during the
calendar year covered by the contract. Ten of the fifteen



operators contacted mentioned the non-grazing clause as a
reason for not entering into an acreage reserve contract.
Seven of these ten operators gave this as their chief
reason for not participating, and four of the seven said
it was the only reason. In Morrow county, on the other
hand, only L farrers avo the non-grazing clause as a
deterrent to oarticipation and none of these said it was

his only reason.

Many non-participants believed barley an unreliable
crop. In l9L and l96 the barley crop had turned out
fairly well over most of the two counties. But in l9 it
had been generally poor to very poor. Wheat crops turn
out more consistently, especially in the lighter and shal-
lower soils. There was also considerable complaining that
winter barley would often freeze out arid the ground would

need to be reseeded to spring barley. Most Gilliam county

farmers, in fact, don't even atterpt to growwirxter barley
but grow spring barley instead.

Growers of spring barley estimated that it took
from 2 to L. operations in the spring to prepare the seed
bed. If they could seed winter barley or winter wheat on

the same land, these extra operations would not be

required. Besides, when fall seeded crops are grown, the
early spring period is available to the farmer to do the
plowing necessary for his zunmerfallow. If this plowing
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is delayed by extensive spring seeding' operations the qual-

ity of the swnmerfallow will be lessened. A nuiiber of

farmers stated this factor as one they considered when

deciding, against participation in the acreage reserve.

In the northern part of both counties rye was

considered a better substitute crop than barley. Butmost

farmers had had considerable experience with rye in past

years and they didn't want to take a chance of infesting

their fields with it. The now rye was reputed to be less

persistent than the older varieties but it was too new

to have demonstrated this quality as yet. On these lighter
soils barley not only produces poor yields in most years,

but generally leaves a lighter cover of stubble. The

stubble also deteriorates faster than wheat stubble and

leaves the land more subject to wind erosion,

Three farmers in each county felt that the final

rules for the 197 Acreage Reserve program came out too
late to allow for adequate time to make a decision. One

renter said it would have taken too much time and trouble
to thrash things out with the landlord in the short inter-

vening time before sign up. Two operators had seeded

about September 1 and knew very little about the soil bank

then. Others just felt they hadn't been given sufficient

time to properly weigh the alternatives. Three farmers

in the overall sample suggested there would probably be

all the sign up needed next year, since there would be
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enough time to prepare for participation.

Uncertainty as to what the support price on barley

would be for the 1957 crop, caused a number of farmers to

hesitate in signing up. Barley yields were uncertain and

the price was expected to go much lower than at present.

wheat, on the other hand, had shown itself a fairly stable

crop in the past 15 years and the support price on wheat

was known.

About 5 farmers indicated that they didn't ade-

quately understand the provisions of the Acreage Reserve

progrm. They admitted, however, that they had had the

opportunity to become informed if they had made a proper

eflort'to do so. Some other conents made by individual

non-participants were as follows:-

(1) Farmers are big gamblers. I'm willing to gamble on

a yield that Is quite a bit higher than my normal

yield.

(2) I very nearly signed up 100 percent of my allotment

but the ground was fertilized too heavily for barley.

(3) I don't want my wheat acres to go below LOo acres.

That figure is too low as is.

(Li) They were too late with action on the acreage reserve,

Then they kept people confused with changes in dates

and rules.

(5) I bad my seed wheat all treated so I went ahead and
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seeded all my allotment.

(6) The soil bank is too much of a straight hand out. It

is like a softening up process for Communism.

(7) My allotment was too small an amount to bother about.

I didn1t check into the soil bank program.

(8) 1 didn't understand the soil bank. The landlord never

talked about it so I didn't bother.

(.) I don't go along with any of these hand out programs

that just cost the taxpayer some more money. I

believe in letting the Law of upp1y and Demand

operate.

(10) We have excellent prospects for a good crop in 19S7.

The subsoil moisture Is better than it has ever been

and the ground is all fertilized. cheat will use

these conditions to better advantage than barley or

rye.

Those who did not participate in the Acreage Reserve

program were asked to suggest a rate per bushel of their

normal yields at which it would pay them to put one-half

their allotment In a reserve. Twenty-four of the 30 non-

participants gave their estimate of the lowest rate they

would require. The remaining six farmers would not suggest

any rate.

The rate per bushel suggested was taken to the near-

eat even 10 cents, and the resulting adjusted rates ranged
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from $1.20 to 1.70. Fifty percent of the allotment acres

of each farm were then listed under the rate quoted by the

farm operator and the columns were totalled. To corres-

pond with the total in each column, a percentage was cal-

culated which expressed the portion that this column com-

prised of the total for all the columns. Figure shows

graphically, the cumulative percentage of the total allot-

ment on the 2L4 farms which would be placed in an acreage

reserve at rates of $1.20 to $1.70. The column percen-

tages are accumulated going from left to right on the

graph.

The graph indicates that 21. percent of allotment

acres would :o into acreage reserve at the rate of $1.20

per bushel of normal yield which was offered in the l97

program. Yet none of these acres wore actually signed
up. The apparent contradiction is explained by the

conditions which the farmers would have required to parti-
cipate. The chief condition specified was removal of the
grazing restrictions. Seven farmers said they would have

participated at 1.20 if they had been permitted to put

livestock on the acreage reserve. Four of their farms

were in the large size classification. These farriers

usually indicated that they wouldn't sign an agreement at

any reasonable rate of compensation if the non-grazing
clause remains part of the program. Four others didn't
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participate this year, at the rate offered, because the

rules and sign up dates came out too late.

The relatively sharp rise in the curve in the first

rate interval is accounted for by the large allotment on

one farm that would come in at l.3O. This farm had an

allotment of 2386 acres, which was more than twice the

allotment size for any other non-participant in the

sample.

A number of farmers and officials expressed some

doubt that the Acreage Reserve program would be continued

without some changes in rules in l95 and 1959. One

particular change they expected would be a ruling that

suiierfallow could not be designated as acreage reserve.

This opinion was prompted by the fact that the surplus in

wheat might be replaced by a surplus of barley and rye if

the program were continued on its present basis.

Since such a change in the program was considered

possible for the future, all the farmers surveyed were

asked, "What is the lowest rate per bushel of your normal

yield which you would have to have to participate, if you

could not designate suxnerfa1low as acreage reserve?"

Forty farmers answered this question. Again the amount

of acreage reserve suggested per farm was 50 percent of

the farmer's wheat allotment. Rates estimated by the

operators in this case extended from l.2O to 2,2O per
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bushel of normal yield.
Figure 6 shows the curve for the cumulative percent-

ape of allotment acres which would go into an acreage
reserve as the rates per bushel are increased from l.2O

to 42.2O. The graph shows that when sumznerfallow can

not be designated acreage reserve, there is comparatively
little interest in participation at the lower end of the
rate scale. But when the rate reaches 1.8O about L7

percent of the allotment acres could be drawn into the
program. One farmer quoted a rate of 2.2O per bushel

since be considered his calculated normal yield about
60 percent lower than his estimated potential to produce
wheat. One or 3 farmers who required a rate as high as

said his costs of growing wheat were low because

he used his brother-in-law's machinery. Furthermore,

there was no alternative opportunity for his labor in
any case.

In estimating the rates from which Figures 5 and

6 were derived, most farmers wore hanpered by not having
a clear cut knowledge of their costs in producing a cash
crop. They had rurther difficulty with separating fixed
and variable costs. The enumerator had to give consider
able help in most cases in order to arrive at a considered
answer. A number of the better operators, however, had
thought along these lines and were able to ive a studied
estimate with little coaching.
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Expected Versus Normal Yields

Five farmers in 4orrow county estimated that their

yields in 1957 would be higher than their' normal yields.

They were all non-participants. But only two of these

operators complained about their normal yields. One said

hIs farm bad been an estate during the period on which the

normal yield was based. During that time it was farmed

very poorly and as a result his normal was about Lo percent

below the land's potential to produce. The other stated

that his normal yield was set about 60 percent below his

estimate, but judging from his neighbor's yields his

estiiate was undoubtedly too high. On the other side of

the picture, there were L farmers who indicated that their

normal yields were somewhat higher than they had antici-

pated. The average normal yield for the 2L ?orrow county

farms was 22.1 bushels per acre and the average expected

yield was 23.7.

In Gilliam county eight operators estimated their

1957 yields would exceed the normaL Four of these were

participants. One non-participant thought his normal

yield should have been set about 30 percent higher, but

he had not done anything to get It adjusted upward. He

wouldn't sign an acreege reserve agreement In any case

because of the non-grazing clause. Only one farmer In

this county said that the normal yield set up for his
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farm was higher than he would expect to average over a

period of years. The average normal yield for the Gilliam

county farms was 2i.; the average expected yield in 19E7

was 2.9.

In each county the average 19S6 yield had been

approximately 6 bushels per acre higher than the normal

yield. host farmers denied however that the good crop in

19% influenced their decisions regarding participation in
the 197 Acreage Reserve program. Similarly, most said
they were not influenced by the good moisture conditions

in the fall of 19%. In both counties nearly all operators

rated moisture conditions at seeding time as good to
excellent in the subsoil. The topsoil moisture condition

was rated fair to good.
A, number of farmers stated that the good moisture

conditions were very decidedly a factor in their decision

to grow as much wheat as their allotment permitted. But

several others, especially in areas where barley is a more

reliable crop, said that barley would respond just as
favorably to good moisture. The majority of the operators,

however, asserted that moisture conditions did not affect
their decision. A number said that a single overriding
factor like the grazing restrictions, for instance, caused
them to disregard other factors.

Gilliam county rarmers were using considerably more
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fertilizer than farmers in Morrow county. .1evon Gilliam

farms had fertilized 5216 acres of their 1957 winter wheat

crop and 260 acres of barley. If moisture conditions were

good in the spring, one farmer was oing to try fertilizer

for the first time on his 813 acres of wheat and two

farmers planned to fertilize 1021 acres of barley. Another

planned to add some more fertilizer to his wheat land if

conditions in the spring warranted an additional app1ica-

tion. In Morrow county six farmers had fertilized 2180

acres of wheat and 3L3 acres of barley. Two were plan-

ning to fertilize nearly 1000 acres of whest in the

spring If soil tests showed it was needed. One partici

pant planned to fertilize all his 1300 acres of barley.

Of the 17 farmers that had rertilized their fall

planted wheat, four had applied fertilizer for the first

time. Of the remainder, one fertilized for the first time

in 1956; three had started in 195; five in 195k; two in

1c53 and two in 1951. Th.irty-one farmers had not ferti-

lized any of the crop they seeded in the fall of 1956.

Nineteen of these had never tried fertilizer. The other

12 had tried It in one or two years with usually unsat-

isfactory results. Two operators hadn't fertilized their

fall crop because they anticipated some carryover effects

from the fertilizer they had applied to the saxe land In

i955 They would apply some fertilizer in the sprth: if
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soil tests showed a need for more. Three others stated

they would start usin: fertilizer within a year or two.

Two tenants would use it If their landlords approved.

Most non-users felt It did not pay to fertilize.

The reason given was usually related to the fact that

moisture wasn1t adequate for good results in most years,

Some fertilized fields, they felt, had actually shown a

yield decrease in some of the drier years. One operator

estimated that fertilizer would have paid off in only about

3 of the past 10 years. A number of farmers pointed out

that 1956 had been a year of good fertilizer results but

1955, on the contrary, was a year in which many lost money

by using fertilizer.

Twenty farmers gave estimates of the number of

bushels per acre they thought wheat yields might be in-

creased over a number of years with fertilizer. LIght

farmers in Morrow county estimated an increase of 5 bushels

per acre while twelve Gilliam county estimates averaged

6.7 bushels. Thus it is estimated that Morrow county will

produce about .6 percent more wheat in 197 and Gilliam

county about l.1 percent more than would have been the

case if no fertilizer had been used. The average applica-

tion of fertilizer sugested by the farmers was 29.2 pounds

per acre. The amounts ranged from 20 to LO pounds per acre.

Only six operators (all In Gilliam county) thought
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they had had enough experience with fertilizing barley to

give an estimate of' yield increases that might be expected.

The average of the six estimates was 9. bushels per acre.

The Conservation Beserve Program

Only three farmers in Morrow county and two in

Gilliarr county thought they would put any of' their land

into the conservation reserve. Of these five only one

showed any degree of enthusiasm f or the program at present

rates of payment. This farmer had put all his 9)40 acre

allotment in the acreage reserve and planned to partici-

pate in the conservation reserve to the limit as well.

t 12 per acre he would sign up acreage to the limit of

,000 and more if this limit should be raised.

Two other large farmers in Morrow county planned

to sign up 160 acres and lL14 acres respectively. The

land they were putting in the reserve was of somewhat

inferior quality. The fields in each case were on one

of their farms where they didn't run any livestock. In

G±lliam county a large farmer planned to put 300 acres

into the conservation reserve. This field was some of his

steeper and rockier land and he thought the big difference

in returns from wheat and grass wouldn't last. A small

farmer in Gilliam county planned to sign up a field of

eleven acres.
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The other I3 farmers didn't think they would parti-
cipate in the 197 Conservation Reserve program. Probably

the most typical reason given by small to medium farmers

for not participating was related to lack of adequate land.

Several smaller farmers said they needed all their land
for their livestock. The implication, of course, was that
a certain amount of land would always be allocated to wheat
production. The remainder of available cropland could be

used in any one ol several ways, including the production
of feed and grazin. iven where the small farmer had no

livestock, he believed he could make more than 12 per acre
by growing cash crops.

On medium and large farms, too, many operators said

they could net more from cash crops than the conservation

reserve payments provided. Others implied the same thing
by statements such as: (1) None of my land is that
marginal (2) I have no canyons or inferior land. (3) The

payments for the conservation reserve should be made more
attractive. It is the better of the two parts of the soil
bank.

Several expressed the thought that they couldn't

really get an adequate grass crop started on their land.
One operator expected cheat grass, a coron weed in the
area, to crowd out the seeded grass. Another thought
sage brush would take over. One believed that if grass
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isn't grazed or mowed for several years, it will mat down

and kill itself out. Another farmer expressed the opinion

that erosion would be severe in the first two or three

years while the grass was getting established.

Three farmers in orrow county didn't wish to corit

themselves to another program that required seeding some

land down to grass. They had put some of their land in

grass under the Agricultural Adjustment program. When the

Allotment program came along they were given only partial

credit on this land toward a wheat allotment. Farmers who

had broken up their grassland before allotments went into

effect, were able to get full credit on that land. One of

the 3 farmers said he wouldn't take the chance of losing

some more allotment acres with another switch in programs.

The Soil Bank base, by definition, doesn't include

land in conserving and idle uses. Consequently suiinor-

fallow acres are not included in the base calculated for

each farm. The base for a wheat-suierfallow farm is,

therefore, usually about So percent of cropland acres

while on an annual cropping farm it is close to 100 percent

of the cropland. A number of farmers felt this arrangement

was inequitable and wanted higher payments for wheat-

suinmerfallow areas. The typical suggestion was that the

rates be doubled.

The length of time covered by a conservation reserve
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agreement was another factor that caused several operators

to hesitate in signing a contract. One farmer said that

two or three years from now he might wish to use his land

for a different purpose entirely. But the contract would

bind him to the minir:urn s-year agreement. Another simply

stated, "you could et stuck badly with a 5-year contract."

The need to make provisions against gxazing was

frequently given as a deterrent to participation in the

prog:ram. The costs for putting a fence around the reserve

acres were considered prohibitive in view of the limited

compensation offered. Several operators would be 1nter

ested in putting small patches of their cropland in the

conservation reserve but felt that grazing would have to

be permitted on these small acreages. The small plots

would consist of bad slopes or other 3 to 5 acre lots of

inferior land. They would be scattered throughout larger

fields and fencing would be highly impractical.

None of the farm operators expressed any sentiment

for putting all his eligible acres into a conservation

reserve. Not even the smaller famors seemed to think in

terms of alternative opportunities that existed for their

labor in a city, if they moved elf the farm. hey appeared

to be quite determined to continue living on their fars

regardless of the limited economic means these farms could

provide. They wore, therefore, not inclined to put their
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whole farm into the soil bank unless the osyrionts would

equal or exceed the income they would expect to receive

from their crops.

An effort was made in the survey to deteniine a

rate of compensation that far'iers would consider necessary

to surrender all their crop-growing rights for a period of

several years. Each operator was asked to state the lowest

rate per cropland acre which he would have to have to plaoe

all his eropland into a conservation reserve type of

arrangement. i-b could assume the same regulations for

length of contract, cover establishnnt, etc. as the

present program calls for.

Seventy-five percent of the farmers gave a minimum

rate per cropland acre that they would require to surrender

their crop-growing rights. The other 2S percent would not

state a rate. A number of these operators felt they would

have to have more time to Live a proper answer. Most

others simply felt such an arrangement could not be made

compatible with their livestock enterprises. They would

either have to get out of the livestock business or buy

most of the feed needed.

The rates quoted per cropland acre were taken to the

nearest even dollar and 33 of these rates were in the range

$6 to 2O per acre. Three fariers gave rates that were

higher than 2O per acre. The number of acres of cropland
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on each farm wore listed under the rato iven by the oper-

ator. Then the total number of acres were determined for
each rate and each total was oxpressed as a percentage of
all the cropland on the 36 farms. Figure 7 shows a graph

of the accumulated percentages of cropland that would be
placed in a conservation reserve type of program if the
rates per cropland acre were progressively increased from
6 to '20. The solid line on the graph shows that 2.

percent of cropland would come in at 6 and a little over
92 percent could be drawn into the program at 20 per acre.

The lower rates of Es and 4 10 were quoted for a number of

the bigor farms. Their large acreages account for the
sharp rise in the curve over the first two rate intervals.

The broken line in Figure 7 represents a general
supply function of cropland at various rates per acre.
This function was estimated from the actual data which go

into making up the solid line graph. An exponential
A

rogrosion equation of the form Y = y' (1-Ce ) was used to

derive the function. The symbols in the equation have the

fol1owin meanings: Y is the calculated percentage of crop-
land; y' is the theoretical maximum percentage of cropland
that could come into the program; C is a constant; e is the
base of natural logarithms; K is a constant; and x is the
rate per cropland acre. The actual fitted equation was
A -O 1638xY = y'(l-1.6778e
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The logic for the equation used is related to the

problem. e find that as the rates paid per acre become

higher and higher the amount of land drawn into the program

comes closer and closer to 100 percent of all the cropland.

The equation therefore fits the case well since y' can be

set at 100 percent, and this coal is approached but never

quite attained as the rates keep increasing.

There are some limitations to the wide application

of the function, however. Only 75 percent of the tanners

interviewed stated a rate at which they would take their

land out of crop production. Thus the function is not

entirely representative of all farms in the two counties.
1'iany of the farmers, furthermore, d.idn' t feel sure of
the rates they quoted. There is also the likelihood that
many farmers would require higher rates than they quoted
as soon as it became apparent that participation was going

to be extensive. If a relatively large portion of crop-

land were iigned up, the prices of farm products would rise.

Then it could become more lucrative to farm the land rather

than bank it.

The approach used in deriving this supply function

of cropland might be useful, however if a program for

taking whole farms out of production were to be implemen-

ted. It the administrator for such a program had similar

schedules from major types of farming areas, he could
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estimate approximate costs of the program and rates at

which desired amounts of land would be taken out of roduc-

tion. Vario.s commodities would be affected at diuierent

rates.

The supoly curve in Figure 7 suggests that the wheat

surplus in ullilam and Morrow counties could be reduced

somewhat more cheaply by a program of banking all cropland

rather than by the Acreage Feserve program. The payments

to acreage reserve participants in the two counties in

197 will be about 427.30 per acre to remove l6. percent

of the total wheat allotment. Approximately the same cut-

back on wheat acres could be accomplished by retiring, 16.S

percent of all cropland, if whole farms were taken out.

From the curve in Figure 7, it is estimated that per

croplarid acre would retire about this much land. But since

allotments constitute only 32 percent of all crop].and in

the two counties, the cost for reducing wheat acres would

be about 2l.10 per allotment acre. A further advantage

to retiring whole farms would he that other potentially

surplus crops could not be grown. Under the Acreage

Reserve program, in suminerfallow areas, it is possible

to grow feed crops on land diverted from wheat.

A program that takes complete farms out of crop

production could be an efficient means of reducing farm

surpluses. Politically, however, the program might not
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be acceptable if there were not a limit to payments that
any one farm operator could receive. Large farm operators

would draw nearly all the benefit payments, since they
would tend to be the ones to participate at the relatively
low rates that likely would be offered. riho survey showed

that on the averege, large farms could be drawn in at lower
rates. The average rate quoted by the large farmers in
the two counties was 10.30 per eropland acre. Medium

size farms averaged l3 per acre and small farms would
require an average of l8.0 per cropland acre for taking
out their whole farms.

A large Morrow county farmer indicated he would bank

all his 7,000 acres of cropland at 8 per acre. At this
rate be would realize an annual rental payment of cp6,000.
At the same rate, the small farmers with their LtSO acres
of cropland, on the average, could receive only 3600 per

year as a payment. It is unlikely that many small farmers
would surrender their crop growing rights for such a small
payment. Nevertheless, the graph shows that at j8 per
acre about 27 percent of all cropland could be drawn out
of production. This amount of land withdrawn from cash

crop production would help to reduce farm surpluses rather
quickly.
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Farmers' Comments on Wheat Programs

All farmers were invited to express their opinions
on wheat progrars in general and to name the program they

preferred. Fifty-six percent, or 27 of all the farmers
who were interviewed named a program of their choice Ten

percent said they would prefer to have the government out
of wheat programs entirely. The remainder did not state
any preference but a few had suggestions of a general
nature.

The Soil Bank program was preferred by eleven far-

mers but usually some modifications to the present program
were suggested. The most common suggestion was that the

acreage reserve should be emphasized less, and greater
compensation should be provided for taking marginal land

and small farm units out of cash crop production. Sich

action would help to cut back on the overall farm surplus.
Heavy participation in the acreage reserve, they felt,
would create a surplus in the feed grains.

Most considered fencing: off reserve acres as imprac-
tical and too costly. Present grazing restrictions should
therefore be modified considerably to give more people an
opportunity to participate in the soil bank.

Two Morrow county participants expressed some con-

cern over the inequities in the present Acreage Feserve
program. They felt that wheat-summerfallow farmers were
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etting too good a deal, relatively, since they could get
an acreage reserve payment and grow an alternative crop

besides.
Twelve farmers cast their votes for the Two-Price

plan or some modification of this plan. Essentially, they
wanted some wheat to be made available to the feed market.
Since their diverted acres were being devoted to feed
crops in any case, they thought they might as well grow

wheat for feed. They preferred growing wheat because

their land was better adapted to this crop than any other,
and crop failures in wheat wore less frequent. Fall barley
would often freeze out, and growing spring barley caused a

delay in other necessary spring operations. Easing spring
barley, furthermore, results in some ground lying bare
durin the winter and leaves this land more subject to ero-
si on.

Two operators intimated that many farmers weren't

cooperating to make the soil bank a success because they
wanted the two-price plan for wheat. One indicated that
the leading farmers in the county are for the two-price
plan but they weren't going to push it at present. They

would wait until the soil bank had failed £ or lack of par-
ticipation. By then the present government administration

would be more amenable to their persuasion.

One farmer would like to see a program like the one
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used in Canada. Such a program would set a quota on the
number of bushels a farmer could market rather than
restrict the acroge he could plant to wheat. Another sug-

gested a general country wide allotment program. All

farrers throughout the kJ.S. would be required to reduce
their cr-op acres by a given percentage. A relief in taxes
would be used to partly compensate for the loss of income.

Other sugestions pertained mainly to changes for
the Acreage Allotment program. Two farmers objected to

this program permttin; the growing of "hot wheat". Hot

wheat is a term applied to wheat grown by farmers who
ignore their allotments entirely. They seed as many acres

as they desire and pay the penalty required by the program
for excess acres. The farmers who objected to this prac
tice, wanted the penalty to be made so restrIctive that a

farmer could not afford to over-seed his allotment. Another

farmer would like to see the "wheat base" based on a ten
year average of wheat acres instead of only the three year
average, l9l-S3. This would result in a smaller base to
farmers who plowed up new ground in more recent years.

The allotments could then be increased somewhat to those

farmers who had been growing about the same number of wheat

acres all along.

A small farmer wanted allotments for small farms to
be proportionately higher than on the bigger farms. He
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felt this was the only way the little fellow could stay in

business. Among small farmers in general there was consid-

erable foreboding on their chance to survive the ever

increasing cost price squeeze. One of them opined that

ten years from now there be any farms of his size

left. The majority felt that past government programs had

not been designed to help the small faxer. In fact, two

operators suggested that these programs had been conceived

to give the small farrno an over decreasing; chance to com-

pete with the larger operators.
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CHAPTER VI

SUNMAFY AD CONCLJSIONS

Two surveys were conducted during the fall of 19S6

to study participation of Oregon wheat farmers in the l97

Soil Bank. Only about 114 percent of the state's total

wheat allotment was signed up In the acreage reserve by

winter wheat producers. One of the reasons for undertaking

the study was to investigate the causes for this relatively

small participation in the acreage reserve. The Conserva-

tion Reserve program was examined from the point of view of

getting farmer's opinions about it and to find out what

their intentions were regarding participation in the pro-

gram. Farmers and county officials were also invited to

express their opinions on ways of obtaining greater parti-

cipation in the soil bank in the future.

East of the Cascade Mountains there was fairly

general agreement that the rules and sign up dates for the

197 Acreage Reserve program were scheduled too late for

maximum participation by winter wheat growers. wheat-

summerfallow farmers who fertilize their land dring one

of the several summerfallowing operations, should have

imown the rules as early as the spring of 1956. In that

case t}. ey could have fertilized less heavily or they might

not have applied any fertilizer, depending, on the crop they
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planned to grow on the land. Some other faners might

have summerfallowed fewer acres in anticipation of leaving

some acres idle in l97.

Many farmers had mde final plans and arrangements

to seed all their allotment to wheat by the time the final

rules for the program were announced. Others had seeded

much or all of their wheat by the first sign up date.

til1 others who would have placed more than 50 percent of

their allotment in the acreage reserve, were not prepared

to postpone their seeding until such further sign up could

be authorized. Some renters didn't have sufficient time to

negotiate with their landlords, especially when those nego-

tiations had to be arranged by mail.

To accomodate all potential acreage reserve parti-

cipants, then, it would have been necessary to announce

the rules for the 1957 program early in the spring of 1956.

The final sign up date on a "first come--first served"

basis should have been set about August 25 for winter wheat

growers. £f by that date available funds had not been

exhausted by farmers who signed up to 50 percent of their

allotment, there would have been sufficient time before

normal seeding dates to sign up more than 50 percent of

some allotments.

The chief impediment to acreage reserve participa-

tion in the Willamette Valley seemed to have been the low
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level at which the normal yields wore set. Nearly all the

farmers thought they could grow more wheat per acre on

their land than the sugested normal yield. Similarly in

Union and Jefferson counties, low normal yields were

thought to have been a strong deterrent to acreage reserve

participation. Jefferson county's irrigation farmers were

particularly dissatisfied. Most thought they could raise

about twice as many bushels per acre as their normal

yields provided. In the Columbia Basin a section of farms

in northern Sherman county showed their displeasure with

their normal yields by placing a very small acreage in the

reserve.

Generally speaking, the regions that Indicated the

greatest dissatisfaction with their normal yields were

those which had obtained the be8t response to fertilizer

in recent years. Normal yields, which were based on an

average of l9L5-l95L1 yields, didn't include the last

two years when fertilizer was used quite extensively and

gave favorable results. In the crop year 1956, the re-

sponse to fertilizer was especially good over most of

Oregon's wheat areas. Improved wheat varieties, the addi-

tion of more irrigated land, and otber factors have further

tended to boost more recent yields.

To bring normal yields more nearly into line with

expected yields, a number of county officials sug-ested

that the normal yields be weighted heavier in favor of
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more recent yields, or simply that an average of the past

years should be taken. It is generally believed that in

areas where farmers are dissatisfied with their normal

yields, there will not be a substantial increase in acreage

reserve sign up in the next two years.

Despite dissatisfaction with normal yields, some

farmers who participated found they could use their acreage

reserve to good. advantage. On irrigation and in more humid

areas, the designated reserve acres could be used to start

a hay crop, or a grass or legume seed crop. In some cases,

fields infested with weeds were designated as acreage

reserve and these fields will be summorfallowed during the

contract year. Some farmers will grow green manure crops

on the reserve acres to help restore fertility to the soil.

A number will qualify for agricultural conservation pay-

ments on cover crops on the same land for which they

receive acreage reserve payments.

In the semi-arid regions, where a summerfallow

wheat rotation is commonly used, some of the land to be

fallowed in the contract year can be designated as acreage

reserve. Here the feasibility of growing crops that can be

substituted for wheat, becomes an important factor in deci-

sions pertaining to acreage reserve participation. Those

who can realize a net profit from an alternative crop

have an added incentive to participate. The farm survey
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In Gilliam and Morrow counties indicated that all the

participants could raise a Lair to good barley or rye crop.

Only 2 out of 18 participants felt they would have partici-

pated if they had not been permitted under the program to

grow another crop on acres diverted from wheat. The two

farmers thought the acreage reserve payments alone were

greater than the net returns they could expect from an

average crop of wheat.

The farm survey showed that the grazing restrictions

of the Soil Bank program can he a serious obstacle to

participation. This was brought out particularly in Gil-

11am county where most farmers with wheat allotments also

have a considerable number of livestock on their farms.

Except during the spring and summer growing season, this

livestock usually has access to any portion of the farm

unit--including all the cropland. To ensure against

grazing, therefore, the acreage reserve ou1d need to be

fenced off from the rest of the cropland. Such an opera-

tion is considered too costly since the fence would be

needed only during part of the contract year.

Regulations against grazing also apply to the con-

servation reserve. Here again, on large scale wheat farms

that keep some livestock, provision has to be made to fence

off the reserve acres if the stock is to have access to the

surrounding fields, Most farmers seemed to think in terms
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of plowing up the conservation reserve and returning this

land to cash crops as soon as the contrsct had expired.

At that tine a fence would become unnecessary and would

probably be removed to give greater ilexibility to farming

operations.

There is a need for a study in the whoat-surnerfa1-

low areas to determine the amount of grazing that would be

provided by acreage and conservation reserves. It is sug-

gested that in these relatively drouthy areas the amount

of food added to the noxal supply would not be very sign!-

ficant. In fact if acreage reserve grazing were permitted,

the available amount of grazing would be the same as under

the allotment program. whether a stubble field is designa-

ted an acreage reserve or not, it would be handled the same

way. In either case it is left in stubble till spring.

Then it is fallowed until fall when it is seeded to a crop.

Thus if grazing restrictions were removed, the participant

would not derive any more grazing from his ftelds than he

would if he did not sign up in the acreage reserve program.

In the case of the conservation reserve there is

usually considerable difficulty in establishing a proper

stand of grass in drier areas, and little growth of conse-

quence occurs in the first few years after seeding. Over

most of the year minimum period, as a result, there

wouldnt be much grazing possible on the conservation
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reserve. One Morrow county farmer felt that the usual

grass cover in his county would he Crested wheat Grass.

He believes that cattle find this grass palatable only in

the early spring while it is tender. During the remainder

of the year they don't normally graze on it if there is

other grazing available.

There would probably be a considerable increase

in soil bank participation if wheat-suminerfallow farmers

were allowed to run livestock on their reserve acres. But

it is likely that annual cropping farmers would then demand

similar privileges. Furthermore, if grazing were allowed

on conservation reserves it would hurt the chance of get-

ting a grass crop established. Consequently farmers would

be more apt to break up the land and return it to cash

crops when the contract expired.

Nearly all farmers were interested in acquiring

more cropland to bring, down their overhead costs, rather

than in reducing the amount of land on which they could

grow crops. Thus they looked upon the Soil Bank program

as a temporary expedient. They would place land in the

bank only if the returns under the program promised to be

greater than the land could produce out of the soil bank.

The insurance aspect of the program did not seem to have a

great deal of appeal to the average operator. One reason

for this optimism among most farmers was that they hadn't
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had a crop failure since the 1930's.
There was considerable hesitation to enter into a

5-year conservation reserve contract. Marketing condi-
tions for wheat, for instance, might change substantially
in just two or three years. A combination of drouth and
the successful operation of the Acreage eserve program
could reduce wheat stocks quickly. In the fall of 1956,
the sharp increase in exports and prices of Pacific North-

west wheat were looked upon as a demonstration of the way

foreign markets could help reduce the surplus in a hurry.
It is conceivable then, that acreage restrictions on wheat
production might be removed while conservation reserve
contracts were still in force. Reserve acres would then be
under contract and would not be available for wheat produc-
t ion.

A number of faxers and county officials would like
to have the minimum length of contract in the conservation
reserve reduced from five to three years. The writer,

however, believes that such a move would go a long way to
defeat the purpose of the program. Three years would be
little more than adequate time for a legume crop to restore
fertility to depleted land. This land with its increased
potential to produce, could then be returned to production

of surplus crops.

The suggestion was also made that the 5,0o0
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limitation on annual payments in the Conservation Ieserve

program should be increased considerably. The danger in

such action, however, would be that some of the moro com-

petent and ambitious operators might take advantage of the
program and move off the farms. Most communities could

ill-afford the loss of this type of farm operator.
Among the small operators in GiIliani and Morrow

counties there seemed to be no inclination to study the
soil bank from the point of view of putting the whole
farm into the bank. Most of these farmers seemed to show

lack of adequate knowledge about the rules and regulations
of the Conservation Reserve program. It appeared unlikely,

furthermore, that they would do much to become better

acquainted with the regulations. They had more or less

accepted the verdict of some of the community leaders that
the program was discriminatory, since sunimerfallow was not

counted in the Soil Bank base. Thus it was frequently
assumed, without further investigation, that the conserva-
tion reserve eou1dnt fit the intereats of the wheat-
summerfallow farmer. In any case, they usually felt they
needed all their land for their livestock or to help employ
their machinery and labor.

The details of the Conservation Reserve program are

not easily understood by the average farmer and it might be
well for the U.S.D.A. to prepare small brochures explaining
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the program in simple language. This might be done largely

with the use of frequent examples based on the type of area
in which the pamphlets would be circulated. For example,

one pamphlet might be prepared for and circulated in the
Columbia Basin or Oregon and Washington.

Examples showing: payments available for taking the

whole farm out of crops could prove especially useful.
Since many farmers don't think in terms of taking the whole
farm out of crop production, they usually haven't tried to
determine the total amount of compensation they could draw
under such an arrangement. An example based on a farm
similar to that of the reader of the pamphlet, might create
stfficient interest to get him to seek further information
at his local ASC office.

A program for taking out whole farms might be con-
sidered by more farmers if the annual rate offered were
based on cropland rather than on Soil Bank base acres. tJn-

less it is specifically calculated, farmers are not aware
of the size of their Soil Bank base, A special non-
diversion rate is then applied to additional eligible acres

that may be banked. On the other hand, all farmers are
aware of the number 01 cropland scres they own. If a rate
per cropland acre were quoted for retiring all their land,
they could readily determine the annual rental that would
be available under the program. With this arrangement it
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is likely that more farmers would give adequate considera-

tion to putting their whole farms into the soil bank, even

it the total payment were no higher than under the present

program.

The Acreage Reserve program seems to be understood

quito well by nearly all farmers. Those who hesitated to

sign up in the 197 program because it was new, will gain

further confidence in the program when they see how their

participating neighbors fare during the first year.

Participation in general, In l98, will likely be influ-

enced considerably by the experience of participants with

the program in 19S7.

The farm survey in Gilliam and Morrow counties

indicated that a program for putting whole farms in a

soil bank could be a cheaper method for reducing the

wheat surplus than by employing the Acreage Reserve pro-

gram. In l97, the cost for taking out 16.S percent of

the wheat allotment in the two counties will be about

427.3O per acre under the Acreage Reserve program. Under

a program. f or taking out whole farms, the estimated cost

would be ç21.14Q per allotment acre for removing an equal

amount of wheat land. Besides, if whole farms were

retired other potentially surplus crops couldn't be pro-

duced on these farms. The Acreage Reserve program permits

the growing of feed crops on land diverted from wheat in
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the summerfallow areas.

Politically, however, it might not be feasible to
reduce the surplus by paying a set rate per acre for taking
out whole farms, The survey showed that large farmers

would retire their farina at substantially lower rates per
cropland acre than would the small farm operators. The

supply curve in Figure 7 suggests that nearly So percent

or all cropland in the two counties could be taken out of
production if the rate offered per acre were set at lO.

Most of this land, however, would consist of large farms
since the small farmers in the sample interviewed, would
have required an average of l8.5O per cropland acre to
put their whole farms in a soil bank.

Since the retiring of 50 percent of all cropland
would be more than adequate to effectively reduce the
surplus, the rate offered for such a program would likely
be less than 41O. Participants would then consist mostly
of larger farms and the benefit payrnents would go to large
operators. Such a program would therefore work contrary

to the intent of the Conservation Reserve program, which
was designed to take out the small, uneconomic size of

farm units.
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